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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the improvement of current controllers for use with voltage

source inverters. Analysis of hysteresis current controller (HCC) is presented. The com-

mon problems of non-uniform and burst switching of scalar type controllers (hysteresis

current controller and ramp comparison controller (!tCC)) are addressed. An improved

model of HCC, referred to as PRC is proposed for uniform switching frequency operation.

Theoretical basis is established where, an add-on function of programmed amplitude and

slope can keep the switching frequency of HCC to a predefined value. In addition to uni-

form switching frequency operation, the proposed model has significant improvement on

the total harmonic distortion coefficient. Analysis of the predictive controller is also made

in this research. The shoot through current behavior of predictive controller is improved

by the use of a voltage vector limiter. A generalized approach is proposed for the design

of the proposed predictive controller with inductive load. Separate schemes are proposed

for implementation of PRC and predictive controllers based on general purpose PC archi-

tecture. Incorporating the merits of both PRC and predictive controller, a new and novel

current controller (referred to as NEW-CC) is developed in this work. This controller

operates on regular sampled basis and predicts pulse widths of individual phases once

on each carrier period. The load parameters are tracked on each fundamental as well as

carrier cycles. Uniform switching as well as shoot through current limiting is achieved in

this new controller. The performance of this new controller is compared with the other

current controllers and is found to give better performance. The new current controller

has lower total harmonic distortion than other current controllers. This controller do not

have sub-harmonics in the load current spectrum as is normally encountered in scalar type

current controllers at large bands. The new current controller has been experimentally

tested. Its performance is in good agreement with the theoretical results.
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Chapter 1

Introd uction

1.1 General

The availability of power semiconductor switches in the late 1970's resulted in a major

change in control and conversion of electrical power by electronics. Among the different

static power converters, the dc-to-ac converter, called inverter has widespread application

in various forms of power supplies, active power filters, high frequency heating and ac mo-

tor drives. Prior to the introduction of static power inverters, ac motors were considered

as constant speed drives depending mainly on the frequency of the supply. In variable

speed applications, dc motors were the only choice.

Variable frequency inverters have widened the application of ac motors in the industrial

sector. The cage type three-phase induction motor is considered as the work-horse in

the industry because of its robustness, reliability, efficiency and low cost. Before the mid

1980's analog and LSI (large scale integration) digital integrated circuits were used for con-

trol signal generation of inverters. A large number of integrated circuits were required for

control purposes. The VLSI (very large scale integration) technology flourished in the late

1980's. The VLSI technology helped the design of powerful programmable devices such

as microprocessors, digital signal processors and application-specific-integrated-circuits

(ASIC). Inverter and motor drive controls using microprocessors have become the inter-

est of engineers and researchers because of the advanced programmable features, flexibility

in the implementation and the increasing trend of generalization.

1 c
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The models of the inverter and ac motors are inherently non-linear. These models are

associated with many interdependent parameters. An efficient scheme should have the

capability of considering all the parameters to provide good system performance. The

present trend of fast computing microprocessors is making the task of on-line imple-

mentation of the inverter operation and motor control an affordable one. Computation

intensive schemes are getting widely used for real time implementation. New computation

techniques are rapidly evolving to improve the steady state and dynamic performances of

the inverter and drive systems.

The availability of high speed and high power semiconductor devices such as BJT, M08-

FET, IGBT, 81TH, MCT, IGCT etc. allow higher switching frequencies with low losses.

As a result, the application area of inverters has increased. On line control of voltage,

frequency and current of an inverter during dynamic loading involves extensive com-

putations, and requires complex schemes of implementation by a microprocessor and a

digital signal processor. Researchers are trying to simplify complicated schemes with ad-

vanced/easy control algorithms. Continuous efforts are being made and newer schemes

are evolving with better results but with new limitations. Because of the diversity of

inverters and drive controls, various non-linear parallel control strategies such as neural

network and fuzzy controller are also being advocated for new state and parameter esti-

mation. There are different types of inverters for different applications. Control methods

are also different for different inverter types.

1.2 Inverter Types and Controls

The function of an inverter is to change a dc-input voltage to a symmetrical ac output

voltage. The output voltage could be at a fixed or variable frequency. A variable output

voltage can be obtained by varying the input dc voltage. On the other hand, if the dc

input voltage is fixed and is not controllable, a variable output voltage can be obtained

by varying the duty cycle of the inverter, which is normally accomplished by pulse-width-

modulation (PWM) control of the inverter.

The output voltage waveforms of ideal inverters should be sinusoidal. However, the
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waveforms of practical inverters are non-sinusoidal and contain harmonics. For low and

medium-power applications, square-wave or quasi-square-wave voltages may be accept-

able, but for high-power applications, sinusoidal waveforms with distortions as low as

possible, are required. With the availability of high-speed power semiconductor devices,

the harmonic contents of output voltage can be reduced significantly by switching tech-

mques.
Inverters can broadly be classified into two types: single-phase inverters and three-phase

inverters. In each type, controlled turn-on and turn-off devices (e.g., BJTs, MOSFETs,

IGBTs, MCTs, SITs, GTOs) or forced-commutated thyristors can be used depending

on applications. These inverters generally use PWM control signals for producing an

ac output voltage. An inverter is called a voltage source inverter (VSI) if the input

voltage remains constant or an inverter is called a current source inverter (CSI) if the

input current is maintained constant. The structure of a CSI is costlier compared to

VSI. Applications of CSI are limited to low-switching frequencies because of its current

commutation requirement. On the other hand, VSI has large range of the switching

frequency and modern high speed switching devices can be used in such inverters. For

this reason, VSIs are preferred for most applications including ac motor drives. During

the last three decades, different schemes of inverter control in voltage reference PWM and

current reference PWM have been proposed for VSIs.

1.3 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Techniques

The output voltages of a modern power inverter are controlled by pulse width modulation

(PWM) techniques. Many modulation techniques are available in the literature for the

control of VSIs. A VSI can be operated in the output voltage or output current control

modes. In either control modes, the schemes support reduction of low frequency harmonic

contents by voltage or current reference PWM techniques. In a VSI inverter, the voltage

reference PWM techniques basically control the inverter output voltage using standard

schemes and do not have direct control over the load current. Their harmonic behaviours

are well defined. On the other hand, a current-reference-modulation technique controls
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the operation of the VSI by means of feedback from the load current and other system

parameters. Current-reference-modulation techniques have control over the load current,

but their implementation is complex compared to voltage reference schemes because of

the feedback requirement.

1.3.1 Voltage Reference PWM

The earliest modulation techniques applied to inverter operation are the single pulse and

the multiple pulse modulations [1, 2]. These techniques are capable of providing inverter

output voltages with low total harmonic contents. However, the output voltages contain

low order harmonics that are harmful for drive applications. To overcome the effect of low

order harmonics these techniques were replaced by the sinusoidal pulse width modulation

(SPWM) [3].

In SPWM technique, the switching points of the PWM pattern (modulated wave) are

obtained by comparing a sine wave with a high frequency triangular wave (carrier). Based

on the carrier generation, there are different types of carrier waves [4-9]. The basic

analog SPWM with asynchronous carrier generates sub-harmonics. Complex schemes

are required to remove the sub-harmonics. Moreover, analog schemes are not suitable

for inverter operation in wide range of frequency because of component drift and offset

problem. The microprocessor implementation of the basic naturally sampled SPWM is

difficult because of the involvement of transcendental equations in the computation of the

switching points. However, schemes are available in the literature for implementation of

naturally sampled SPWM with a microcomputer using advance computational algorithm

[10]. Researchers have simplified the basic SPWM for use with a microprocessor.

The simplified numerical form of SPWM is popularly known as Regular Sampled PWM

(RSPWM) [11]. The Regular Sampled PWM generates a stream of regularly spaced pulses

whose widths are modulated by the amplitude of the sinusoidal modulating wave (funda-

mental voltage). The spectral distribution of RSPWM depends on the carrier frequency.

The harmonic spectrum of the output waveform primarily contains the fundamental mod-

ulating frequency, the carrier, multiples of carrier and side bands. The harmonic contents

are negligible at intermediate frequencies by the nature of the modulation process. By
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choosing a relatively high carrier frequency a small filter is sufficient to filter out all the

harmonic contents to acceptable range. Different schemes and implementation strategies

are reported in the literature for RSPWM [12-29].

The Harmonic Minimized Sampled PWM (HMSPWM) is similar to RSPWM but, here,

third harmonic is added intentionally to some extent to the sine-modulating wave. Third

harmonics and its multiples cancels out in a star connected load with insulated neutral.

For the same modulation index, HMSPWM gives higher voltage than RSPWM. It is

observed that for HMSPWM, the output voltage maintains a linear relationship with the

modulation index upto 120% [30]' whereas, for RSPWM the linear relation holds upto

100%. The linear over-modulation feature of HMSPWM makes it suitable for certain

applications (for example, in the constant power operating region of drives) requiring

high voltages [30, 31].

The Specific Harmonic Elimination PWM (SHEPWM) generates a regularly sampled

pulse stream and the switching edges are obtained analytically by eliminating certain

specific harmonic contents [32-36]. This technique is particularly suitable for very high

power drives where thyristors or GTO switches are the only choice (because of very high

power handling requirement). The switching frequency is maintained as low as possible.

The low order harmonic contents such as 5th, 7th, lIth, 13th, 17th, 19th harmonics

are generally eliminated. The SHEPWM technique is computation intensive. These are

generally calculated off-line and implemented with a microprocessor using ROM based

look-up tables.

In Regular Sampled Harmonic Elimination PWM, the leading edge of a PWM pattern

is calculated from the reference modulating signal and the trailing edge is determined

from the shifted reference signal. The PWM pattern obtained in this technique is close

to that obtained by SHEPWM [37]. The switching edges can be calculated on-line and

the implementation scheme is similar to that of RSPWM.

The Delta Modulation (DM) technique is a simple scheme for generating switching wave-

forms of inverters [38]. The DM scheme is capable of on-line harmonic minimization.

Tuning the feedback filter can control its performance. Several types of delta modulation

have been investigated so far for various power converter operations including inverters
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[39-41]. The DM schemes have the disadvantages of non-uniform switching and suffer

from sub-harmonic problems in case of wide bands.

Besides the above mentioned standard modulation techniques, there are some space vector

PWM techniques commonly known as field oriented flux vector controllers [42-45]. The

field oriented flux vector controllers are associated with ac motor drives and calculates the

voltage vector from motor parameters, flux magnitude and position of the motor's shaft.

The inverter switching states are selected from lookup tables with the information of the

magnitude and position of the voltage vector. The PWM pattern for the inverter switches

are close to regular sampled PWM. However, flux vector control techniques support linear

over-modulation and hence are suitable for high-speed operation of motors (in constant

power region). The vector controllers are computation intensive. The vector controllers

are generally implemented with a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and hence the overall

cost of the controller is much greater than all other voltage reference controllers. However,

nowadays low cost DSPs are emerging.

1.3.2 Need for Current Control

The VS1 is composed of power semiconductor devices. Semiconductor switches do not have

over current capability except the thyristor family. Thyristors such as silicon controlled

rectifier (SCR) and gate turnoff thyristors (GTO) can withstand high surge current for

few milliseconds but they are slow devices and hence are not suitable for modern drives

requiring high switching frequencies. The current flow to the load in a VSI depends on

the load characteristics as well as on the input supply voltage. If the load impedance is

constant during the entire operating period of the inverter, the current flow through the

inverter will be constant. On the other hand, if the load impedance varies over a wide

range during the operation of the inverter there is the risk of over-current. For example,

ac motors are highly non-linear and their equivalent impedance vary over a wide range

from start-up to steady state operation. Wide impedance variation also occurs during

load change in the steady state operating condition.

In a VSI fed ac motor drive, there exists over-current conditions and thus instantaneous

over-current control is necessary so that the current does not exceed the current limit
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of the inverter switches. Sinusoidal current waveform is the requirement for smooth

motor operation over wide speed range. If the motor phase current contains considerable

harmonics, then there will be torque pulsation and noise. Hence, in high performance

drive systems the PWM control technique should have a current limiting feature and

lower harmonic distortion.

1.4 Current Reference PWM

In the current reference techniques, a current controller forces the load current to fol-

low the current command which is usually a sinusoid. Common strategies of current

controllers can be classified as hysteresis controller, ramp comparison controller and pre-

dictive controller. In a hysteresis current controller (HCC) a PWM pattern is generated

comparing a reference sinusoidal current waveform with the actual load current. Hys-

teresis comparators are used to impose a dead-band or hysteresis around the reference

current. The PWM pattern forces the load current to follow the sinusoidal reference cur-

rent limiting the current ripple within the hysteresis band. The hysteresis control scheme

provides good dynamic performance [46-49], because it acts quickly. However, the main

disadvantage of this type of controller is the variation of the switching frequency within

the fundamental period. Also, the limit cycle behaviour is present in case of HCC.

The ramp comparison controllers' compares the error current signal to a triangular wave to

generate the drive pulses for the inverters [50]. The advantages of the ramp comparison

technique is that the inverter switching frequency is usually limited to the frequency

of the triangular waveform and produces well defined harmonics. However, the system

response is affected by the stability requirement of the feedback loop, which also depends

on load parameters. Thus, inherent phase and amplitude errors arise even in the steady

state condition. Predictive controllers calculate the required inverter voltage forcing the

current to follow the current references. Different types of current controlled PWM are

found in the literature. During the last three decades a large number of schemes have been

developed by different research groups for controlling ac drives, UPS and active power

filtering applications.
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All these techniques have their own merits and de-merits. These are discussed in detail

in the following sections.

1.5 Literature Review of Current Controllers

Many researchers have focused on the development of different types of current controllers

in the categories of hysteresis, ramp comparison and predictive control.

1.5.1 Hysteresis Current Controllers

A. B. Plunkett [47] introduced a current controller for operation with a transistorized

three-phase voltage source inverter. It was a fixed band hysteresis current controller

(HCC) with three analog-type independent hysteresis comparators. Further investigation

was made on the drive system by S. C. Peak et al. [48]. Lajoie-Mazenc et al. [49]

studied the performance of hysteresis current controlled inverter on a permanent magnet

synchronous machine, where it was found that the current would occasionally exceed the

limit set by the hysteresis band, overshooting on the down-slope of the waveform when

motoring and on the up-slope when regenerating. D. M. Brod et al. [50J used a graphical

switching diagram to explain some of the characteristics of hysteresis controllers. From the

switching diagram, it was evident that for neutral unconnected star loads, theoretically

the maximum line current could be double the hysteresis band. It was suggested that the

control could be improved by means of a more complex system that switched between

comparators with and without hysteresis according to the magnitude and the duration

of the current error, but at the expense of an increase in switching frequency. Pfaff et

al. [51] made a comparative study of HCC with ramp comparison current controller for

motor drive applications. It was found that the hysteresis method had a better response

to large disturbances compared to the ramp comparison method, but it gave a less smooth

torque under small disturbance conditions due to the poor use of the zero voltage vector.

The authors attempted to use the zero voltage vectors more effectively by switching

between comparators with and without hysteresis and managed to retain control within

the hysteresis band with a decrease in the switching frequency.
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Brod and Novotny [50J who made a simulation of all three controllers, found that for

the hysteresis controller at low speed there was a limit cycle behavior in which there

were burst of high frequency switching with occasional use of the zero voltage vector.

This effect was explained by means of a switching diagram. They recommended that the

ramp-comparison scheme be used for low-speed operation and the hysteresis control be

used only for high-speed operation. Over the past two decades a number of schemes have

been proposed using HCC for drive applications.

Kazmierkowski et al. [52J presented a novel vector control scheme for induction motor

drive based on a current control loop. A three-level hysteresis strategy was adopted to

coordinate the switches of three phases in the d-q plane and apply zero voltage vectors

for reducing the switching frequency. By transforming into the d-q domain, coordination

of the three phase switching can be considered and only two hysteresis controllers are

required for three phase applications. In addition, zero voltage vectors can be applied

while encountering the zero current error to reduce the switching frequency. It was evident

from the simulations as well as experimental results that the three level controller scheme

gives less average switching frequency. Liu et al. [53J presented a microprocessor-based

controller for a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drive, where the motor

is fed from a HCC VSI.

A technique was proposed to improve the operation of the hysteresis current controller at

low speed by controlling the duration of the free-wheeling period. However, this type of

control technique reduces the average torque and degrades the overall performance of the

drive. Pillay et al. [54J proposed a DSP-based vector and current control scheme for a

PMSM drive. The design is centered on the TI TMS320E17 and TMS320E15 DSPs. The

TMS320E17 is used to implement the vector control algorithm while the TMS320E15 is

used to implement the current controller. The relatively slow speed of the DSPs affects

the performance of the current controllers due to the high bandwidth and high sampling

requirement.

Since the command signal and the load terminal voltage may greatly influence the current

error under some conditions, if some information of the derivative of the current error is

also available, then one would know the changing tendency of the current error. Therefore,
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one can take more advantage of the zero voltage vectors to reduce the switching frequency

substantially. C. T. Pan et al. [55, 56) proposed an approach of adding the information of

the derivative of the current error to the hysteresis current controller. In their scheme they

coordinated the switching of the three phases in the d-q phase plane. The inverter voltage

vectors were selected from the d-q axis current errors and their derivatives. Simulation

and experimental results showed improved performance of the controller.

Survey of the current controllers shows that the performance of hysteresis current con-

trollers in the steady state and dynamic conditions are good, but its switching frequency

distribution is non-uniform [57, 63]. In order to overcome these disadvantages, many

schemes have been proposed in the literature. Nabae et al. [64] proposed a current devi-

ation vector control scheme. Ogasawara et al. [65] devised a high performance ac servo

system with a switching frequency feedback scheme. L Malesani and P. Tenti [66] pro-

posed a novel hysteresis current control method, where constant modulation frequency is

achieved by partial phase de-coupling control method. The method needs approximate

knowledge of the load parameters.

T. Kato and K. Miyao [67J proposed a modified hysteresis current controller using the

double current tolerance band concept. The controller normally uses the lower band as

the hysteresis limiter and continuously monitors the switching frequency. If the switching

frequency tends to exceed a predefined value, the load current is allowed to reach the

outer band. The resulting switching frequency is not constant. However, a less average

switching is achievable by this method.

J. D. VanWyk et al. [68] proposed a modification to the hysteresis current controller using

inner-feedback concept and applied it to a single-phase reactive power compensator. It was

observed that the controller has less load dependency on the switching frequency. Nasser

H. Rashidi [69] applied the inner-feedback concept to a three-phase current- controlled

inverter. He showed that less load dependent switching is achievable by simple feedback

loops within the hysteresis comparators of hysteresis current controllers.

Some techniques are available using adaptive variable band to the hysteresis current

controllers to maintain almost uniform switching frequency with computation intensive

schemes [70-72]. Theoretically, it is possible to correlate the switching frequency with the
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load parameters, current magnitude and the hysteresis band [70]. The switching frequency

can be made uniform by using an adaptive time varying hysteresis band. As evident from

the simulation results, for insulated neutral system the current waveforms are more dis-

torted and may contain low order harmonics which is harmful for drives. The scheme is

computation intensive and needs major refinement for practical implementations.

A Tripathi et al. [73] proposed a sinusoidal band hysteresis current controller and com-

pared its performance with the fixed band controller. It was found that the sinusoidal

band controller has low harmonic content than the fixed band. However, the switching

frequency of the controller becomes extremely high near the natural zero band of the

sinusoidal controller. Hence, it is not realizable in practical application.

Recently, a variable band scheme has been proposed keeping the advantages of sinusoidal

band current controller [74]. It is found that a mixed band controller having a variable

band resulting from the addition of a fixed band to the sinusoidal band works well [74].

Because of their fast response, hysteresis current controllers find application in instanta-

neous current correcting applications such as var compensation and active power filter-

ing. Active power filtering needs current injection with minimum delay. The conventional

HCC can be applied in such cases. However, with conventional HCC, the semiconductor

switches are required to be selected for the worst case maximum switching frequency,

which increases the cost of the inverter.

Several hysteresis current controllers have been reported in the literature for active power

filtering applications [75-79J. Attempts have been made by researchers for constant switch-

ing operation to reduce the cost of the inverter. Constant switching frequency operation

is achieved by a variable band strategy, however, the approach is different from that of

B. 1<. Bose [70]. To control the band for a fixed frequency, a phase-locked loop (PLL)

is used. This solution [74-77] employs the hysteresis comparator as a nonlinear voltage

control oscillator (VCO). When locked to a suitable clock signal, the PLL not only ensures

constant modulation frequency, but also minimizes the phase displacement between the

output voltage pulses and the clock itself with an accuracy limited only by the control

loop gain. The PLL loop includes a proportional-integral block, which integrates the

phase displacement and tends to reduce it to zero [77-79]. This feature is particularly
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important for three phase insulated neutral systems, where the "center pulse" condition

results in optimal reduction of the current ripple [45].

The PLL based current controllers need prediction of the hysteresis band to keep the

switching frequency uniform. Most PLL based systems use a complicated scheme for the

band prediction that affect their responses. Recently L. Malesani et al. [80] proposed

an improved scheme of the PLL controller. A simple and fast prediction method of the

hysteresis band is added to a linearized version of the phase-locked loop control ensuring

constant switching frequency and tight control of the position of modulation pulses. This

allows accuracy in tracking distorted current waveforms and minimizes the ripple in multi-

phase systems. The PLL based schemes are prone to instability at large disturbances

because of the limited lock in range.

1.5.2 Ramp Comparison Current Controllers

In the early days of current controllers, attempts were made to have a simple fixed switch-

ing current control. It was observed that a triangular (ramp) waveform of high frequency

added to the feedback path of the HCC can force the PWM switching frequency to remain

constant [50Jat the triangular wave frequency. A simplified schematic of the conventional

RCC is shown in Fig.!.!. A carrier signal it (ramp waveform) is added to the sinu-

soidal reference current i* = 1m sin wt. The error between the composite reference current

(i * +it) and the load current, is applied to a two level comparator. The output of the

comparator is passed through a lockout circuit that produces two pulses adding consider-

able amount of lockout times between them. The pulses Bu and BL of the lockout block

are applied to the switches Su and SL of the inverter.

Investigation shows that the ramp comparison controller needs proper tuning of its ramp

signal amplitude, otherwise, there may be extremely high switching because of the multi-

ple crossing of the current error with the ramp. The multiple crossing problem is normally

compensated by using a PI (proportional and integral) controller in the feedback path.

This approach degrades the controller response. Several researchers tried to improve the

response of ramp-comparison controllers. Schauder and Caddy [81] raised the issue of

reference frame to be used for current control and compared the stationary and rotor
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Fig. 1.1: Conventional Ramp Comparison Controller scheme.

reference frames. Nagase et al. [82] used the stationary frame, recognized the loss of

bandwidth with increasing frequency, and improved the system by the pragmatic ap-

proach of increasing regulator gain with frequency. Brod and Novotny [50J showed that

the response could be improved by phase lead compensation. Rowan and Kerkman [83J

demonstrated that the synchronous frame controller is more robust in that it is more

insensitive to slip frequency and motor impedance. Most papers consider the design of

a ramp-comparison scheme in the frequency domain, thus optimizing the response for

small disturbances only. Gosbell et al. [84] proposed a clocked current control technique

for use with ramp comparison controllers. They investigated the effects of clocking the

controller, injecting zero sequence into the current reference and rotating the switching

lines. These modifications were found to give significant improvements to current control

for both large and small disturbances. The scheme was modeled for induction motors at

low speeds only. At high speeds, the scheme was not investigated. Recently M. Azizur
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Rahman et al. [85] proposed a ramp comparison controller with three ramps for three

phases. The current error signals are compared to three 1200 phase-shifted triangular

waveforms. This modification eliminates the zero voltage applied to the inverter and

reduces the amplitude and phase errors.

1.5.3 Predictive Current Controllers

The increase in the power of microprocessors and the introduction of very fast digital

signal processors has encouraged the development of current control methods that attempt

to solve the machine equations in real time. These methods are generally known as

predictive methods. One of the first suggestions was from Pfaff et al. [86]. In his scheme,

unlike three independent controllers of hysteresis control scheme, a single controller is

used for the motor current vector. The currents are sampled at a constant rate. The

current vectors are first calculated and then compared to the reference current vector. An

appropriate voltage vector that would reduce the current error vector to zero is calculated

and produced. Alternate methods are available for prediction of the voltage vector. Pfaff

et al. [86] proposed a two-stage calculation method for the prediction purpose. J. Holtz

and Stadfeld [87]discarded the use of the zero voltage vectors in case oflarge current error.

Some application specific schemes are available in the literature [88-95]using sophisticated

processors.

LeHuy and Dessaint [96]presented an elaborate analysis of the predictive controller and

compared its performance with the hysteresis control scheme. The simulation results

show that the predictive control schemes provide constant switching frequency and less

current ripple compared to HCC. The performance at low-level current is better than that

obtained with hysteresis control scheme with comparable switching frequency. However,

its implementation is complex compared to hysteresis control schemes. The predictive

control scheme provides good result if the motor parameters are known with sufficient

accuracy. The current ripple cannot be explicitly specified, but the inverter switching

frequency is well defined. The controller does not provide an inherent instantaneous

current limit.

It was observed [96J that at high-level currents and high speeds, the response of predic-
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tive controllers is slow due to the reduction of the available voltage that can force the

current to flow in the motor. In order to develop an efficient scheme, Dessiant et.al. [96]

suggested an adaptive current control scheme that has two operation modes, predictive

mode and hysteresis mode. The mode selection is based on the magnitude of the current

error vector Iii. The predictive control mode is selected when Iii is less than the mode

switching level. When Iii goes beyond this limit, the controller is switched to the hystere-

sis mode in order to reduce the current error vector as fast as possible. In this manner,

the adaptive current controller operates in predictive mode in the steady state and small

current transient conditions. During dynamic and large current transient conditions such

as starting and load variations the adaptive controller operates in the hysteresis mode. J.

Holtz and S. Stadtfeld [45, 97] proposed a predictive controller having a lower switching

frequency. The proper inverter voltage vector is determined from the knowledge of the

load and operating conditions. When the current error vector magnitude exceeds a spec-

ified value, the controller predicts the current trajectory for each possible inverter state

and determines the length of time that the current error vector will remain within the

specified value. Selecting the state of the inverter from the trajectory of the error current

vector minimizes the inverter switching frequency. The controller response is slower than

that of the hysteresis controllers due to the computational requirement.

1.6 Problem Identification

It is evident from the literature review that the different current controllers have individual

advantages and disadvantages. The basic hysteresis current controller gives fast response,

can limit the load current even in transient states but has the drawback of non-uniform

switching. The Ramp Comparison Controller (RCC), a modified model of HCC, provides

constant switching at steady state, can limit the load current in transient states, but has

burst switching effect in transient conditions. Moreover there are possibilities of unstable

operation (because of the presence of sub-harmonics) at variable loads. The predictive

controller gives constant switching, works very fast at transient conditions but has no

control on the load current at transient conditions. In case of dynamic conditions, the
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shoot through current is excessive and occasionally exceeds the recommended limit. The

implementation of RCC is simpler and more economic than predictive controller, however,

has the risk of burst switching and sub-harmonic effects because of the free running carrier.

Researchers have tried to solve the problems in different applications, but no standard and

unique solution came out in the past. There are ample scope of performance enhancement

of the current controllers.

1.7 Contribution

The goal of this thesis is to enhance the performance of current controllers and develop

general purpose application schemes taking advantage of the modern high speed com-

puting facilities. Particular attention is given to maintain uniform switching frequency

keeping the current ripple as low as possible.

The main contribution of this thesis is a new and novel current controller (NEW-CC) hav-

ing the lowest harmonic distortion among all of the state-of-the-art current controllers.

The new current controller always operate at constant switching frequency and have in-

teger number of pulses in a fundamental period. The controller is designed using regular

sampling approach and the PWM patterns are calculated on carrier cycle basis. The

reference current is a sinusoid and is sampled regularly. The width of a two level pulse

is computed such that the load current follows the profile of the sampled reference cur-

rent. Three phase patterns are computed separately and the PWM patterns (in a carrier

period) are aligned in center justification. With this center justification technique, the

phase voltage pattern has double number of pulses than the PWM pattern of inverter

switches. Thus an advantage of double carrier frequency [45] is ensured in the proposed

design. The overall current ripple is less in the proposed design because of the double

carrier frequency effect. Theoretical model as well as practical implementation scheme is

proposed for the NEW-CC. Simplified mathematical model is formulated for switching

points computation for three phases. A fast algorithm is developed for computation of

the six state waveform pattern from the three phase switching points. Analytical formulas

have been devised for estimation of the current ripple as functions of the inverter sup-
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ply voltage, switching frequency and load parameters. This would help in choosing the

correct switching frequency for any application. An R-L parameter estimation technique

is proposed for use with the NEW-CC. A detail PC based scheme is also proposed for

practical implementation of the controller. The controller is designed with equivalent load

parameters and hence is suitable for applications with R-L load including all types of ac

drives.
The performance of the new controller is studied through simulation and experimentation.

Experimental results are found very close to theoretical ones.

1.8 Thesis Outline

The thesis is divided into five chapters. In Chapter 2, a modified version of HCC is de-

scribed. Detailed analytical procedures are presented showing theoretical basis of making

uniform switching frequency by the addition of a programmed carrier waveform in a hys-

teresis current controller. Simplified mathematical model is extracted for computation of

the carrier amplitude and slope for stable operation in all operating conditions. A sim-

ple microcomputer implementation scheme is presented. Results are presented showing

controller performances in steady state, startup and dynamic operating conditions.

In chapter 3, an improved version of predictive controller is suggested. New feature is

added to the conventional predictive current controllers to improve response at startup

and dynamic operating conditions. A simplified method is described to compute voltage

vectors and other associated modulation parameters from reference currents. General-

ized approaches are presented using equivalent R-L parameters for use in any inductive

load including ac motor drives. The mathematical model of the improved versions are

elaborately described in this chapter including schemes for implementation.

A new and novel current controller is presented in chapter 4, using carrier cycle basis

estimation of PWM patterns. Mathematical model for pulse widths estimation are elab-

orately described. Theoretical analysis is made for the load current ripple computations

including maximum and minimum ripples. Methods for load parameter estimation on

fundamental as well as carrier cycle basis are presented for operation in steady state and
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dynamic conditions respectively. Implementation scheme is described in detail along with

real time algorithms. Results and performance comparison with other controllers are

presented in this chapter.

Conclusion and future research directions are given in chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Development of a Programmed

Ramp Current Controller

2.1 Introduction

Conventional hysteresis current controllers (HCC) have good steady state and dynamic

performances. Their implementation is easy when compared to other current controllers

[98J. Limitations like switching at high frequency and non-uniform switching make the

use of conventional HCC limited [99,100]. Several techniques have been proposed in the

past to reduce the non-linear switching of conventional HCC [56,69,74]. Some of the

techniques used adaptive variable band strategy to maintain uniform switching frequency

[70-72]. In these techniques, the load current spectra contain substantial low order har-

monics and hence they are not suitable for industrial drives. There are some improved

schemes based on phase locked loops (PLL) [78J. A reference carrier frequency (equal

to the desired switching frequency) is supplied to one input of the phase detector and

the hysteresis controller output to the other input. The loop filter (low pass) output

determines the band width of the hysteresis controller. These schemes work well as far

as the disturbance remains within the lock-in-range of the PLL. For large disturbances

(which is common in variable speed ac drives), additional filter loops are required to re-

duce the disturbance [79]. Addition of filter loops degrades the controller performance in

respect of current ripple and response time. PLL based schemes give better performance

19
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for fixed frequency applications such as active power filtering in power system [80]. Some

researchers intuitively added a triangular carrier waveform (named as ramp comparison

controller, RCC) in the feedback path of the conventional RCC and found that in some

cases the switching frequency remains uniform [50]. In some cases, it was observed that

there were burst switching. Close graphical analysis revealed that the burst switching oc-

curs due to the slope overloading of the feedback current[50, 83-86]. If the ramp waveform

is chosen such that its slope is always greater than the worst case (maximum switching

frequency), there would be no burst switching [101-103]. No theoretical basis have been

developed so far for determination of the carrier slope or amplitude for constant switching

in all operating conditions. The RCC works well in the steady state but has poor perfor-

mance in the dynamic state of operation. Several techniques have been proposed in the

literature to remove slope overloading by introducing proportional-integral (PI) controller

in the feedback path [84]. But this arrangement degrades the response of the controller

although the switching frequency remains constant.

None has successfully solved the problem of non-uniform switching during slope overload-

ing without degrading the controller response of the ramp comparison controller.

In this chapter, a theoretical basis is established showing that a carrier waveform of pro-

grammed amplitude and slope when added to the feedback path of RCC would maintain

uniform switching frequency. The proposed programmed ramp comparison controller gen-

erates the PWM waveforms by comparing the error between the reference current and

actual phase current to a triangular carrier waveform of pre-calculated amplitude and

frequency. There is no need for introducing any proportional-integral (PI) controller and

hysteresis limiter in the feedback path. The dynamic response of the proposed controller

is good and comparable to the conventional RCC. A complete mathematical analysis of

the controller is discussed in section 2.2. Section 2.3 shows some simulated results of the

proposed controller reflecting its performance in different operating conditions.
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2.2 Analysis of Conventional HCC

A three phase VSI is considered with a star connected load as shown in Fig, 2.1. For

simplicity of analysis the neutral of the star load is connected to the mid-point of the dc

supply.

.5Vs-=- D, ~ D3 q,-1
.5Vs_

D, • ~ D, • ",-1 Do.
i. i, i,

-~
L L L

R R R

Fig. 2.1: Three phase inverter with star connected load and the neutral connected to the

dc supply mid-point.

The inverter consists of six semiconductor switches (QI - Q6) and six diodes (D1 - D6)

in a full bridge configuration. The semiconductor switches and the diodes are considered

to be ideal with no switching delays. The switches in any phase are connected to either

(+V./2) or(-V./2). For practical implementation some lockout delays are normally pro-

vided between the top and bottom switches in any phase of the inverter to overcome short

circuit between the positive and negative bus. Incorporation of small lockout delays do

not have significant effect on the operation and performance of an inverter. Moreover,

there is no significant variation on the analytical results.

The analysis also holds good for three phase VSI inverters with no neutral connection

to the supply mid-point. The analysis is done for one phase (phase A) of the inverter

with R - L loads. For motor loads having counter EMF, the equivalent R - L should be

considered.
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Fig. 2.2: Current and voltage waveform of one phase (Phase A) of a voltage source inverter

(VSI) with a current controller.

A sinusoidal reference current is considered, i; = 1m sin(wt). Considering an R-L load fed

from phase A of the inverter as shown in Fig. 2.1, the upper switch Ql is switched-ON and

Q4 switched"OFF at point 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The voltage across the load is

positive, and hence the load current (ia) increases. The rising current segment (it) then

reaches the upper band at point 2 of Fig. 2.2, where, the transistor Q4 is switched-ON

and Ql is switched-OFF. At this stage the voltage across the load is negative, hence the

load current falls. The falling current segment (i;) touches the lower band at point 3 of

Fig. 2.2. The following equations can be written in the respective switching intervals t1

and t2

R+ Ldit _ V.
2a + dt - 2

R.- Ldi; v.
2 + -=--
a dt 2

(2.1)

(2.2)

where L is the load inductance, R is the load resistance. From the geometry of Fig. 2.2

one can write

d. + d" •'loa 'l.a
--t1 - --t1dt dt

2(3 (2.3)
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(2.4)

(2.5)

where t1 and t2 are the respective switching intervals, (3 is the hysteresis band width

(current ripple band), and I, is the switching frequency. Adding (2.3) and (2.4) and

substituting in (2.5), one can write

dia+ dia - 1 di:--t1 + --t2 - -- = 0
dt dt I, dt

Subtracting (2.4) from (2.3), one gets

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

For low value of the band (3,the rising and falling currents it and i;; can be approximated

to ia. With this approximation, combining (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6) one gets

!!. (V. _ Ri ) _ t2 (V. + Ri ) _ m = 0
L 2 a L 2 a I,

Where m is the slope of the reference current wave (m = ~). Simplification of (2.8)

yields
2L (Ria )t1 - t2 = -- -- +mV.I, L

From (2.1), (2.2), (2.7) and (2.9) one can write

(2.9)

Is =or,

4(3 - ~ (~ -Ria) + ~ (~ + Ria) - ~7.(R~a +m)

V. Ria ( ) 2Lm (Ria )-- - - t1 - t2 - -- -- +m
2/,L L V.I, L

= ~ _ 2Ria (Ria +m) _ 2Lm (Ria +m)
2/,L V,ls L V.I, L
V, [ 4L

2
(Ria ) 2]

- 2/,L 1- V.2 L +m

O.l25V, [1- 4L
2

(Ria )2]
(3L V,2 L +m

(2.10)

(2.11)

Equation (2.11) shows that the switching frequency I, of the HCC have time varying

quantity like m and ia and hence the switching frequency Us) would vary over the fun-

damental period. The time varying component of the switching frequency expression is
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(Bf: + m). For fixed switching frequency operation of the inverter, there should be no

time dependent term in the switching frequency equation. I.e.,

Ria ( )L + m = Constant 2.12

It is shown in the following few paragraphs that constant switching frequency can be

attained in practice by addition of a triangular carrier (it) to the reference current i;.
The underlying philosophy is that, if a triangular carrier at the desired switching frequency

is added to the sinusoidal reference current, the slope of the carrier will be dominant and

the squared slope term in (2.11) would be almost constant.

The carrier waveform is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The abrupt change observed in Fig. 2.3

at the start of a new carrier period is due to carrier period based amplitude adjustment.

Modulatedtriangularcarrier

Titre

Fig. 2.3: Variable-slope amplitude modulated triangular waveform carrier to be added to

a current controller.

The triangular carrier is super-imposed to the sinusoidal reference and the switching

points are obtained from natural sampling process by comparison with the load current.

The new reference current (i~)can be expressed as

(2.13)
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With the introduction of the add-on function (i,) with the sine reference current, (2.12)

can be rewritten as

Ria - G-+m=
L

Where m is the slope of the new reference current and G is a constant.

Differentiating (2.13) one gets

di: _
di = m = Imwcoswt + m,

where m, is the slope of the carrier waveform, m, = ~.

Combining (2.14) and (2.15), one can write

Ria GL + Imwcoswt +m, =

For the rising and falling edges of the carrier, (2.16) can be written in the form

Ria + IGIL +Imwcoswt+m, -

Ria I IL + Imwcoswt - m,- - - G

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

Where, mt and m, are the slopes of the rising and falling segments of the carrier wave-

form.

Assuming ia ~ i' (i.e., ia ~ 1m sin(wt)), (2.17) and (2.18) can be rewritten as

m,+ - IGI-;; (Rsinwt+ Lwcoswt)

= IGI- Em sin (wt + 0)
L

m, - IGI + ;: (Rsin wt + Lw coswt)
_ IGI + Em sin iwt+ 0)

(2.19)

(2.20)

where Em = Im.jR2 + (WL)2 = ImZ, Z = .jR2 + (WL)2 and 0 = tan-1W;.

The positive and negative slopes of the triangular carrier waveform (Fig. 2.3) may be

assumed constant within the respective rising and falling segments of the carrier period.

The slopes may be obtained as
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(2.21)

(2.22)

+ /lIt
mt =-

tel
_ /lIt

mt =-tc2

Where /lIt is the peak to peak amplitude of the carrier waveform, tel is the rise time of

the carrier from its negative peak to the positive peak and tc2 is the fall time of the carrier

from its positive peak to the negative peak in a carrier period.

Combining (2.21), (2.22), (2.19) and (2.20) one gets

1
ft

!lIt [IGI- Ts~n(wt+ 0) + IGI+ Ts~n(wt+ 0)]

2/lIt [ 1 ]
lGf 1 - 2~'f~2{I - cos (2wt + 20)}

IGI [ Em
2

Em
2

]/lIt = 2ft 1 - 2G2£2 + 2G2£2 cos (2wt + 20)

Combining (2.11) and (2.14), one gets

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.27)

(2.26)

or,

fs - O.~~v.[1- Ct,G/]
fJ = 0.125V. [1 _ (2LG)2]

fsL V.

Thus for the R - L load, constant switching frequency can be attained by the addition of

an amplitude modulated triangular carrier described by (2.25).

To get uniform switching pulse patterns, it must be ensured that there should be one

crossing of the load current in a half carrier cycle. To achieve this in practice, the magni-

tude of G should be as large as possible. A large value of G is associated with high carrier

amplitude. The magnitude of G can be determined from (2.27). Keeping in mind that fJ

is to be positive quantity, the term within braces of (2.27) should be positive. This means

that 1 - et,G) 2 should have a magnitude between 0 and 1. Taking an average value of

0.5, one gets

(2.28)
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(2.29)

Substituting G from (2.29) to (2.25) yields,

Mt = 4;;~/t {1 - C~m)2 + C~m) 2 cos (2wt + 20) } (2.30)

The current ripple can be obtained by combining (2.27) and (2.29) (and using Is = It) as

f3 = 0.062511,
ItL

(2.31)

The switching frequency equation in (2.26) has no time dependent terms, indicating a

constant switching frequency. This means that a constant switching PWM pattern can

be obtained in a current controller by introducing an amplitude modulated triangular

carrier waveform (it). This scheme has been referred to as AMPRC (amplitude modulated

programmed ramp controller) in the later sections. The modulation function has a raised

double frequency cosine wave and is dependent on the dc supply voltage V; , fundamental

voltage amplitude Em, load inductance L, carrier frequency It and the phase angle 0 of

the load. By programming the amplitude of the triangular carrier by (2.30) a constant

switching operation of the inverter can be ensured.

2.2.0.1 Simplified Constant Amplitude Carrier Waveform

Instead of giving a variable amplitude triangular carrier, the maximum amplitude of the

triangular carrier obtained from (2.30) can be applied to the entire fundamental period

for constant switching operation. With this simplification the amplitude of the triangular

carrier will be
M = V; (232)

t 4V2Llt .
This scheme is referred to PRC (programmed ramp comparison current controller) in the

later sections. The PRC scheme is shown in Fig. 2.4. A ramp signal of frequency It
and amplitude given by (2.32) are added to the current feedback path. Equations (2.29)-

(2.31) gives some useful information about the new controller. It is evident from (2.30)

and (2.32) that the ramp signal amplitude can be programmed from the information of the

supply voltage V; and the load inductance L to have a constant switching PWM pattern.

,

"
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In the new controller, the current ripple magnitude is given by (2.31) and hence can be

pre-calculated from the information of v" L and it . Since the worst case (maximum)

amplitude of the ramp signal is used for the entire fundamental period there is no risk of

exceeding the current ripple beyond that given by (2.31). Also, there will be no risk of

multiple crossing of the load current which arises due to slope overloading in conventional

ramp comparison controllers.

2.3 Controller Scheme

A scheme of the proposed current controller is shown in Fig. 2.4. For AMPRC, the scheme

needs information of the load inductance (L) and peak value of the phase voltage (Em).
However, for PRe the inductance information is enough for computing the slope and

amplitude of the carrier add on function (it). The magnitudes of L and Em are extracted

from the phase voltage (van) and phase current (ia) using the "DFT and other processing"

block. The computations require fundamental voltage, current and their associated phase

angles which is obtained by DFT method. The "carrier parameter computation block"

compute the slope and amplitude of the carrier (ramp signal) from V"Em, Land Busing

(2.30) or (2.32). The carrier signal is added to reference currents i~,ib and i~. The

resultant signals are then compared to the corresponding load currents (ia, ib, ic) using

two level comparators. The comparator outputs drive the inverter (Fig. 2.5).

2.3.1 Performance Study

The performance of the proposed programmed ramp comparison controllers are studied

through simulations using Matlab [104]. The simulation is done on a three phase VSI with

R - L load as shown in Fig. 2.5. The inverter consists of three single-pole-double-throw

(SPDT) switches QA, QB, Qc. This means that the switches in any phase are connected

to either the positive or the negative bus of the dc supply. The switches are assumed to be

ideal having no ON/OFF delay. In a neutral unconnected system as shown in Fig. 2.5, the

dc voltage across the phase is either one third or two third of the supply voltage during

the inverter operation. The average dc voltage across the load is thus half the supply
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voltage (i.e. 11,/2). Hence, the analysis described in section 2.2 is applicable for neutral

unconnected system as well. The simulator circuit of Fig. 2.4 generates three phase

reference current signals (i~,ib and i~ ) of desired amplitude and frequency. The ramp

generator generates a triangular waveform as calculated from (2.30) or (2.32). The PWM

waveforms for phases A, B, C are obtained by comparing the respective phase current

errors to the ramp waveform. Few samples of the simulated outputs of the proposed

controller are shown in Figs. 2.6-2.12.

Inverter Switching
Signals

.* fta
+

Sine +.* fWave tb
Generator +

.* +

ftc
+

+

» ~~ ""c .e~
" Q.
C" E~u.. «

Transistor
Inverter Three

Phase
Load

Ramp Signal
Generator

Em

L

e

DFT and
other
Processing

Fig. 2.4: Implementation scheme of the proposed programmed ramp comparison current

controller.

2.3.1.1 Amplitude Modulated Programmed Ramp Controller (AMPRC)

The triangular carrier waveform is computed using (2.30). The simulation is done with

a sampling rate of 1024 per fundamental period. The PWM patterns for QA , QB , and

Qc are obtained by comparing the individual phase current errors with the amplitude

modulated carrier waveform. There is no need for three separate carrier waveforms for

,..
\/
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Fig. 2.5: Three phase voltage source inverter (VSI) with ideal (SPDT) switches in each

phase connected to star connected R - L load.

three phases in a neutral unconnected system since the phases are interdependent. Typical

simulation results of the proposed Amplitude Modulated Programmed Ramp Comparison

Controller are shown in Figs. 2.6-2.9. Response of the controller for both steady and

dynamic states are studied through simulation. Simulation results of three phase load

currents, complex plot of the load current vector, PWM pattern for the SPDT switches

of one phase, phase voltage waveform in per unit, carrier waveform, switching frequency

distribution, net current error and frequency spectra of the load current are shown in the

figures. The simulation is done at' 50 Hz for a load with R = 80, L = 19.1mH, V. = 240

volts, 1m= 5A. The triangular carrier is set at 1200 Hz. The steady state responses are

shown in Figs. 2.6-2.7. The current ripples are within that of the theoretically calculated

values. The switching frequency distribution is constant and equals to the frequency of

the amplitude modulated triangular carrier (1200 Hz).

The start up response of the controller with the same load and frequencies are shown in

Figs. 2.8-2.9. The load currents for the three phases start from zero initial conditions.

The load currents of all three phases tracks the reference within 30° from the start without

any overshoot. From Fig. 2.9 it is clear that the switching frequency distribution is still

uniform.
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Figures 2.10-2.11 show the dynamic performance of the controller during running condi-

tions. A current step of 5A to IDA is applied at 90° keeping the load parameters constant.

The controller tracks the load current reference within 30° of the disturbance. There are

no overshoots in any phases during the dynamic state change. The switching frequency

does not increase at the dynamic state, rather it decreases as is evident from Fig. 2.11(b).

After the transition the switching frequency remains uniform.

2.3.1.2 Programmed Ramp Controller (PRC)

The amplitude modulated programmed ramp comparison controller is computation inten-

sive and will require fast processing for real time implementation. The computational re-

quirement is substantially reduced in the simplified programmed carrier defined by (2.32).

The steady state, start-up and dynamic response of the PRC are studied for the same load

as that of AMPRC. The steady state output of the controller are shown in Figs. 2.12-2.13.

The switching frequency (Fig. 2.13) is constant at 1200 Hz which is equal to the frequency

of the programmed ramp waveform. The start-up response as shown in Figs. 2.14-2.15 of

the PRC is also smooth as AMPRC. The switching frequency is constant from start-up

to steady state and equals the triangular carrier frequency. The dynamic response of the

PRC are studied for two cases. In the first case a step change of current reference from

5A to IDA is applied at 900. The responses of the controller are shown in Figs. 2.16-2.17.

The switching frequency goes low at the dynamic change point and there are no current

overshoots during the dynamic state. In the second case, a change of load from R = sn,

L = 19.1mH to R = 4n, L = 2S.6mH is applied at 90° to see the dynamic response. The

output of the controller are shown in Figs. 2.1S-2.19. The controller quickly adapts to

the new load and maintains constant switching frequency (Fig. 2.19).
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Controller (AMPRC) with f = 50Hz, R = 80, L = 19.1mH, f. = 1200Hz, V; = 240V,

I;" = 5A: (a) Load current waveforms for phases A, Band C , (b) Combined current

vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch Ql , (d) Line to neutral

voltage waveform of phase A in p.u.
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I;" = 5A: (a) Modulated ramp waveform, (b) Switching frequency distribution over
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Fig. 2.10: Dynamic response of the Amplitude Modulated Programmed Ramp Com-

parison Controller (AMPRC) with f = 50Hz, R = S!1, L = 19.1mH, f8 = 1200Hz,

V. = 240V, I;" = 5A to lOA at 90°: (a) Load current waveforms for phases A, Band C

, (b) Combined current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch

Q1 , (d) Line to neutral voltage waveform of phase A in p.u.

• •
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Fig. 2.11: Dynamic response of the Amplitude Modulated Programmed Ramp Com-

parison Controller (AMPRC) with I = 50Hz, R = sn, L = 19.1mH, Is = 1200H z,

V, = 240V, I;'" = 5A to lOA at 900: (a) Modulated ramp waveform, (b) Switching fre-

quency distribution over the fundamental period, (c) Net error signal for phase A prior

to comparator, (d) Net error signal for phase B prior to comparator.
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current waveforms for phases A, Band C , (b) Combined current vector in complex plane

, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI , (d) Line to neutral voltage waveform of

phase A in p.u.
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waveform, (b) Switching frequency distribution over the fundamental period, (c) Net

error signal for phase A prior to comparator, (d) Spectrum of the load current.
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Fig. 2.14: Start-up response of the Programmed Ramp Comparison Controller (PRe)

with i = 50Hz, R = 80, L = 19.1mH, is = 1200Hz, V; = 240V, I;" = 5A: (a) Load

current waveforms for phases A, Band C , (b) Combined current vector in complex plane

, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI , (d) Line to neutral voltage waveform of

phase A in p.u.
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Load current waveforms for phases A, Band C , (b) Combined current vector in complex

plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI , (d) Line to neutral voltage waveform

of phase A in p.u.
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Fig. 2.17: Dynamic response of the Programmed Ramp Comparison Controller (PRC)

with I = 50Hz, R = 811, L = 19.1mH, Is = 1200Hz, V, = 240V, I;" = 5A to lOA at 90°:

(a) Ramp waveform, (b) Switching frequency distribution over the fundamental period,

(c) Net error signal for phase A prior to comparator, (d) Net error signal for phase B

prior to comparator.
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Fig. 2.18: Dynamic response of the Programmed Ramp Comparison Controller (PRC)

with f = 50Hz, R = 8n to 4n at 900, L = 19.1mH to 28.2mH at 900, fs = 1200Hz,

v;, = 240V, I;'" = 5A: (a) Load current waveforms for phases A, Band C , (b) Combined

current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI , (d) Line to

neutral voltage waveform of phase A in p.u.
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V; = 240V, I;" = 5A: (a) Ramp waveform, (b) Switching frequency distribution over the

fundamental period, (c) Net error signal for phase A prior to comparator, (d) Net error

signal for phase B prior to comparator.
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2.4 Performance Comparison of AMPRC and PRC

with HCC

A comparative analysis is presented in this section showing the improvement of AMPRC

and PRC over HCC from performance point of view. The performances are studied for

a common peak current ripple of 0.65A (load current fundamental peak value = 5A). A

performance comparison table is given in 2.1, which shows that for the same peak current

ripple the AMPRC, PRC and HCC have THD of 0.0515, 0.0492 and 0.0565 respectively.

For HCC the current ripple is constant (0.65A) over the fundamental period. But for

both AMPRC and PRC the current ripple is not constant. In both cases the average

peak current ripple is less than 0.65A. For this reason the THD is less in case of AMPRC

and PRC.

Table 2.1: PERFORMANCE COMPARISONBETWEEN PRC AND HCC FOR OPERATION

WITH A THREE PHASE INVERTERWITH STAR CONNECTED LOAD HAVINGV. = 240V,

R = 8 11, L = 0.0191H, f = 50Hz AND 1m = 5A.

Controller HCC AMPRC PRC

Load Current Ripple (Maximum) 0.65 0.65 0.65

THD 0.0565 0.0515 0.0492

Maximum Switching Frequency 3.93kHz 1218Hz 1218Hz

Minimum Switching Frequency 404Hz 1055Hz 1150Hz

It is seen from Table 2.1 that the maximum and minimum switching frequencies of HCC

are 3.93kHz and 404Hz respectively. It clearly shows that the switching frequency of HCC

is extremely non-uniform. The switching frequency distribution over one fundamental

period is shown in Fig. 2.20. As seen from Fig. 2.20, the switching frequencies of

AMPRC and PRC are almost uniform (1200Hz) and overlaps each other.

Table 2.1 shows that the performance of PRC is better than AMPRC. This happens .

because the analysis presented in this thesis is based on single phase. In case of three (J
phase three wire system, the current in any of the phases depends on the switching
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Fig. 2.20: Switching frequency distribution of PRC and HCC over a fundamental period

for operation with a three phase inverter with star connected load having Va = 240V, R

= 8 n, L = 0.0191H, f = 50Hz and 1m= SA.

conditions of other phases and may deviate from the single phase. This interdependence

of the three phase switching condition have a greater effect on AMPRC when compared

to PRC. For this reason the THD of PRC is lower than the THD of AMPRC.

For single phase applications or, three phase applications having the neutral connected

to the mid point of the supply source, the AMPRC would definitely perform better than

PRC. For this reason AMPRC is recommended for single phase applications and the PRC

is recommended for three phase inverters having neutral insulated loads.

2.5 Conclusion

A detailed analysis of HCC is made in this chapter. Earlier researchers intuitively added

a triangular carrier in the feedback path of conventional HCC for uniform switching

frequency operation and called it Ramp Comparison Controller (RCC). Because of the lack Q
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of analytical basis, the amplitude and slope of the add-on function (triangular carrier) was

unknown. Because of improper amplitude and slope selection, the RCC occasionally found

to give high frequency switching in some operating points. This drawback is removed in

this chapter by establishment of an analytical basis for the add-on function. Analytical

model is proposed for the amplitude and slope of the add-on function which are functions

of the load parameters, carrier frequency and the dc supply voltage.

Two improved current controllers results from the analytical model. They are: (1) Am-

plitude Modulated Programmed Ramp Comparison Controller (AMPRC) and, (2) Pro-

grammed Ramp Comparison Controller (PRC).

In the AMPRC an amplitude modulated triangular carrier is computed from the supply

voltage V" and R - L parameters of the load. The carrier is added to the feedback

path of the controller to maintain an uniform switching frequency during the steady

state and dynamic state of operation. The PRC is a simplified version of AMPRC and

is found to perform better than the AMPRC. In PRC the maximum amplitude of the

modulated carrier is applied to the feedback path during the whole operating period.

Detailed mathematical analysis and simulation results of the proposed current controllers

are presented in this chapter. Both the controllers discussed have good steady state and

dynamic responses.



Chapter 3

Improvement of Conventional

Predictive Current Controllers by

Imposing New Constraint

3.1 Introduction

Predictive current controllers are field oriented schemes and are intended for ac drive

applications. The design methodologies require information about motor speed, shaft

position, flux vector and motor phase currents. Hence, overall scheme is complicated in

nature. Moreover, the dynamic performance is reported to be not good. This happens

because motor speed and shaft position are not accurately reflected during dynamic states

because of large time constants. Different types of predictive controllers are found in the

literature [49-53]. Attempts have been made by different research groups to improve the

dynamic performance [54, 55, 90]. It is observed that the dynamic performance can be

improved by using the load current derivative into consideration. But these methods are

subjected to instability in digital implementation schemes.

In this chapter, a predictive controller is designed with equivalent R-L parameters. The

equivalent R-L parameters always reflect the load condition. Thus, the new design im-

proves the dynamic response and also allows predictive controllers for general purpose

use. During large disturbances conventional predictive controllers give high current over-

49
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shoots and may become unstable. A thorough examination of the conventional predictive

controllers show that the current overshoots are caused due to erratic voltage vector that

results from the analytical calculations. In the new design, this problem is overcome by

introducing a limiter in the voltage vector.

Two methods of voltage vector computation are proposed: The first one computes the

voltage vector from feedback currents and the second one computes the voltage vector

from reference currents only.

Section 3.2 of this chapter gives detailed mathematical analysis of the improved predic-

tive controller. Typical simulation results for steady state and dynamic response of the

controllers are given in section 3.5.

3.2 Analysis of Predictive Current Controller with

equivalent R-L load

The inverter circuit shown in Fig. 2.1 is redrawn for a neutral unconnected load as shown

in Fig. 3.1. The concept of voltage and current space vectors are used to represent a set

of three phase voltages and currents. For a three phase system, the reference currents are

defined by

.. 1msin (wt) (3.1a)2. =.. 1msin (wt _ 2;) (3.1b)2b -..
1msin (wt- ~) (3.1c)2c =

where ia' , ib', ic' are the reference currents for Phases A, B, C and w is the angular

frequency, given by w = 21rf.

Equations (3.1a)-(3.1c) can be written in numerical form as

ia'(n) 1msin (21rfnT,) (3.2a)

ib' (n) = 1msin (21rfnTs _ 2;) (3.2b)

ic' (n) = 1msin (21rfnTs- ~) (3.2c)
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Fig. 3.1: Three phase inverter with neutral unconnected star load.

where Ts is the sampling interval and n is the sample number.

The reference current vector at the nth sampling instant i* (n) and the load current vector

i(n) are defined by,

where, a = ej2~/3.

i*(n) ~ [ia*(n) + aib*(n) + a2ic*(n)]

i(n) - ~ [ia(n) + aib(n) + a2ic(n)]

(3.3)

(3.4)

Taking i:(n) as the reference, the reference current vectors and the load current vectors
can be resolved in direct and quadrature axes components as follows:

.* ( ) 2 [. * () . * ( ) ( 211" .. 211") . * ( ) ( 411" .. 411")]
Z n - 3 Za n + Zb n cos3+ J Sill 3 + Zc n cos3+ J Sill 3

- ~ [{i:(n) - 0.5 [ib*(n) +i/(n)]} + j {V; [ib*(n) - i/(n)J}] (3.5)

For neutral unconnected load i:(n) + ib*(n) + ic'(n) = o. Hence (3.5) can further be

simplified as, 0
i*(n) = i:(n) + j Js {i;(n) + 2ib*(n)} (3.6)
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Similarly the load current vector i(n) can be shown to be,

1
i(n) = ia(n) + j v'3 {ia(n) + 2ib(n)} (3.7)

The inverter voltage space vector V(n) is defined as a combination of the phase voltages

(3.8)

For inverter operation in two levels anyone switch is ON from each leg of the inverter.

The switching states of the inverter legs for phases A, Band C are represented by SA,

SB and Se respectively. Referring to Fig. 3.1, a '1' state means the upper switch of the

leg is ON while the '-1' state means that the lower switch is ON. The inverter can have

(23 = 8) operating states resulting eight voltage vectors as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: INVERTER SWITCHING STATES AND DOMINANT VOLTAGE VECTORS.

Number Se SB SA Leg C Leg B Leg A Voltage Vector

0 -1 -1 -1 Q2 Q6 Q4 Va

1 -1 -1 1 Q2 Q6 Ql Vl
2 -1 1 -1 Q2 Q3 Q4 V3
3 -1 1 1 Q2 Q3 Ql Vi
4 1 -1 -1 Qs Q6 Q4 VS

5 1 -1 1 Qs Q6 Ql V6
6 1 1 -1 Qs Q3 Q4 V4
7 1 1 1 Qs Q3 Ql V7

The eight voltage vectors that correspond to eight switching states of the inverter are

shown in Fig. 3.2. There are six active states Vi - V6 and two free-wheeling or zero states

Vo & V7. The active voltage vectors are of length 2V,/3 and form a hexagon as shown in

Fig. 3.2. The vectors divide the plane into six sectors each of 600 angular span.

The motor current vector is controlled by one controller instead of three independent

controllers. The currents are sampled at a constant rate and are synchronized to the
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Fig. 3.2: Voltage vectors of a three phase inverter in the complex plane.

fundamental reference current signal. An appropriate voltage vector is calculated in each

sampling instant for current tracking. The desired voltage vectors can be calculated

using two different methods. In the first method the voltage vector is computed from the

feedback currents and the load parameters. In the second method the voltage vector is

computed from the equivalent load parameters and the sinusoidal current reference only.

3.2.1 Method 1: Vector Prediction Based on Load Parameters

and Feedback Currents

In this method, the load current vector is calculated and compared to the reference current

vector. An appropriate voltage vector that would reduce the current error vector i* - i

to zero is calculated.

For R- L loads as shown in Fig. 3.1, the voltage space vector at the nth sampling instant

V(n) can be evaluated in numerical form as,

V(n) = Ri(n) + (~) {i*(n + 1) - i(n)} (3.9)

where i*(n + 1) is the reference current vector for the (n + l)'h sample, i(n) is the load

current vector at the nth sampling instant and Ts is the sampling interval. The selection
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of inverter switching states is dependent on the magnitude and phase of the voltage vector

V(n) as shown in Table 3.2. Vector (3.9) can be expressed as real and imaginary parts

written in terms of a , b , c. The real part of V(n) can be obtained as,

~[V(n)] = ~[Ri(n)l + ~ [(~) {i'(n + 1) - i(n)}] .. (3.10)

Equating the real part of reference and load current vectors from (3.6) and (3.7), and

putting their values in (3.10) yields,

~[V(n)J = Ri.(n) + (~) {i:(n + 1) - i.(n)} (3.11)

The imaginary part of the voltage vector can be written as,

~[V(n)] = ~[Ri(n)] + ~ [(~) {i'(n + 1) - i(n)}] (3.12)

Equating the imaginary part of reference and load current vectors from (3.6) and (3.7),

and putting their values in (3.12) yields,

~[V(n)l = R[i.(n) + 2ib(n)] + (~) [i:(n + 1) + 2ib'(n + 1) - i.(n) - 2ib(n)] (3.13)

3.2.2 Method 2: Vector Prediction Based on Load Parameters

and Reference Current

In this method a voltage vector V(n) is computed at the nth sampling instant so that it

forces the load current vector i' to go from i'(n) to i'(n+ 1). Using this criteria (3.9) can

be rewritten in the form

V(n) = Ri(n) + (~) {i'(n + 1) - i'(n)} (3.14)

Vector (3.14) can be expressed as real and imaginary parts written in terms of a , b , c.

The real part of V(n) can be obtained as

(3.15)~[V(n)J = ~[Ri(n)l + ~ [(~) {i'(n + 1) - i'(n)}]

(i
Equating the real part of reference current vector from (3.6) and putting its value in (3.15)

yields

~[V(n)] = Ri.(n) + (~) {i:(n + 1) - i:(n)} (3.16)
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The imaginary part of the voltage vector can be written as

S'[V(n)J = S'[Ri(n)] + S' [(~) {i'(n + 1) - i'(n)}] (3.17)

Equating the imaginary part of reference current vector from (3.6) and putting its value

in (3.17) yields

S'[V(n)J = R[ia(n) + 2ib(n)] + (~) [i:(n + 1) + 2ib'(n + 1) - i~(n) - 2ib(n)] (3.18)

3.2.3 Modulation Process

The voltage vector V(n) calculated by either method (method 1 or method 2) can be

used for the modulation process to determine the switching table and their durations.

The modulation process needs amplitude and phase angle of the vector V(n) which can

be calculated as

lV(n) I = J{~[V(n)]}2 + {S'[V(n)]}2

LV(n) tan-l {S'[V(n)]}
- ~[V(n)]

(3.19)

(3.20)

Table 3.2: SWITCHING STATESANDACTIVEVOLTAGEVECTORS IN DIFFERENT SECTORS

OF THE COMPLEX PLANE

Sector Active Voltages Se SB SA
1 Vi, V2 -1 -1/1 1
2 V2,Va -1 1 1/-1
3 Va, 114 -1/1 1 -1
4 V4, Vs 1 1/-1 -1
5 Vs, V6 1 -1 -1/1
6 V6, VI 1/-1 -1 1

The conduction time of inverter switches are modulated according to the amplitude and

angle of V(n). The angle of V(n) evaluated from (3.20) permits determination of the

sector of the complex plane, where, the vector V (n) lies. To compute the contribution of
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Fig. 3.3: Predictive current control scheme (a) Detailed vector diagram, (b) Vector dia-

gram showing projection of a typical vector V(n) on the inverter state vectors Vj and V2

, (c) A computation example showing switching states during a sampling interval, Ta•

the appropriate inverter vectors in any sector, it is required to know the position of the

rotating voltage vector from the adjacent right arm inverter vector. This angular position

of the rotating space vector may be called the modulation angle a as shown in Fig. 3.3(b).

It can be evaluated from

LV(n)
1r

= (p-l)"3+a
1r

LV(n) - (p - 1)"3

(3.21)

(3.22)

where p is the sector number as identified in Fig. 3.2 and a is the modulation angle. The

active voltages and switches for modulation are determined from Table 3.2. Since the

,
"\
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inverter can take one of the eight conduction states, pulse width modulation can be used

to provide the voltage vector V(n) . In the example shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the inverter is

switched from VI to V2 with the duty cycle determined by the values of Vx and Vy . By

referring to Fig. 3.3(b),

Vy sin(600) = V(n) sin (a)

or, Vy = ~1V(n)lsina

and Vx + Vy cos(600) = lV(n)1 costa)

or, Vx = lV(n)lcosa - O.5Vy

(3.23)

(3.24)

For two level PWM, Vx and Vy can have a maximum magnitude of 2V./3. Hence the time

duration of the states VI , V2 and Vo are given by

Vxtx - 2V./3T,

- 1.5 (~) T,

ty - ly2V./3 '

- 1.5 (~) T,

tz - T,-tx-ty

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

where V. is the dc input voltage. With the condition tx+ty+tz = T" the obtainable voltage

vector resides inside the hexagon formed by the six active voltage vectors corresponding

to six active states of the inverter. The controller is operated in two level PWM mode

during the active states (tx and ty periods) and all three phases are inactive (freewheeling

state) during tz period. The inverter switching for a particular voltage vector V(n) are

assigned according to Table 3.3. The inverter switches are operated according to their

state assignments. The state '1' means the upper switch is conducting, state '-1' means

the lower switch is conducting.
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Table 3.3: STATE ASSIGNMENTOF INVERTER SWITCHES FOR TWO LEVEL PWM AT

DIFFERENT SECTORS OF THE VOLTAGEVECTOR V(n) AND TIME ZONES.

Time Zone Sector SA SE Se Van Ybn Vcn
tx 1 1 -1 -1 2V,/3 - V,/3 -V,/3
tx 2 1 1 -1 V,/3 V,/3 -2V,/3
tx 3 -1 1 -1 -V,/3 2V,/3 -V,/3

tx 4 -1 1 1 -2V,/3 V,/3 V,/3

tx 5 -1 -1 1 -V,/3 - V,/3 2V,/3

tx 6 1 -1 1 V,/3 -2V,/3 V,/3
ty 1 1 1 -1 V,/3 V,/3 -2V,/3
ty 2 -1 1 -1 -V,/3 2V,/3 -V,/3
ty 3 -1 1 1 -2V,/3 V,/3 V,/3
ty 4 -1 -1 1 - V,/3 -V,/3 2V,/3

ty 5 1 -1 1 V,/3 -2V,/3 V,/3

ty 6 1 -1 -1 2V,/3 -V,/3 -V,/3

tz 1-6 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0

3.3 Improvement of Dynamic Performance

The poor dynamic performance of conventional predictive controllers is due to the inac-

curacy in the evaluation of the voltage vector during large disturbances. This happens

due to the involvement of the derivative term in the computation of the voltage vector. In

case of sudden change in reference current or in the load impedance, the derivative term

overshoots. The predictive controller responds very fast and it causes the shoot through

current to go beyond the recommended limit. The shoot through current can be limited

if one can slow down the response of the predictive controller in dynamic states.

In the proposed controller, the response time is made slower by reducing the voltage

supply to the load. To achieve this a voltage vector limiter is proposed to be added

to the conventional predictive controller that would work when critical dynamic states

are detected. Critical dynamic states are those dynamic states that result unacceptable
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current overshoots. Critical dynamic states are determined from the magnitude of the

computed voltage vector. When the voltage vector exceeds 2V,/3, then it is considered as

a critical dynamic state. With the introduction of the vector limiter in critical dynamic

states, the time response would be slower, but the shoot through current would be low.

3.4 Proposed Controller Scheme

The proposed controller is implemented using the scheme as shown in Fig. 3.4. The

scheme has four major building blocks. The sine. wave generator block generates sinu-

soidal reference currents i~and ib at 1200. The frequency and amplitude commands are

externally given. In case of dynamic loads (like induction motors) pre-calculated standstill

load parameters are stored in the load parameter estimation block. Major computa-

tions are done in the voltage vector calculation block. Two phase currents (ia and

ib) and two phase voltages ( Van and Vbn ) are used along with the two phase reference

currents (i~and ib ) to calculate the voltage vector as well as the load parameters R - L.

vs

Lookup Table
:for
Switching
PatteJ:nS

IVI a.

Inverter
Module

Sine Wave
Generator

.*~.
.*
~b

Calculat
Voltage
Vectors

Frequency

Amplitude

R L

Load Paramet
Estimation

Fig. 3.4: Proposed predictive controller scheme for 3 phase VSI and star connected load.
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For the running condition, the load parameters are evaluated from the fundamental com-

ponent of the phase voltage and phase current (details in section 4.6.2). The voltage

vector, its phase angle and position in the complex plane (Fig. 3.2) are calculated from

(3.19)-(3.20). The modulation angle a is evaluated using (3.22). The pulse widths are

determined from (3.25)-(3.27). Then the switching patterns are selected from the lookup

tables. Table 3.3 is used for selection of the switching pattern.

3.5 Performance Study

The performance of the improved predictive current controller are studied by simulation.

The initial values of the equivalent Rand L parameters for the controller are obtained

from the fundamental voltage, load current, frequency and power factor as follows:

Z
Vm (3.28)= -
1m

() - cos-1 (PI) (3.29)

R - Z cos () (3.30)

L
Z sin ()

(3.31)
2rrf

where Vm is the peak value of fundamental phase voltage, 1m is the peak value of the

fundamental phase current, PI is the power factor of the load, Z is the impedance and f
is the fundamental frequency. Typical simulation results are shown in Figs. 3.5-3.12. The

simulation is done for a three phase star connected R-L load with neutral not connected.

The simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.4. The response of the proposed predic-

tive current controller are studied for different operating conditions. Simulation outputs

of the three phase load current waveform, overall current vector in complex plane, switch-

ing patterns of Q1, Q3 and load current spectrum are recorded. Performances are studied

for alternate methods of voltage vector computations.

3.5.1 Space Voltage Vector Computed by Method 1

Figures 3.5-3.11 show the steady state, startup and dynamic responses of the proposed

predictive controller when the voltage vector is computed using Method 1. As evident from

r.
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Table 3.4: LOAD PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED PREDICTIVE

CONTROLLER

Resistance per phase, R = 80 Inductance per phase, L = 19.1 milli-henry

Fundamental frequency, f = 50 hertz Switching frequency, fs = 1200 Hz

Inverter dc supply voltage, Vs = 240 volts Reference current, I;" = 5.0 amps

the recorded waveforms and spectrum, the steady state, startup and dynamic response of

the controllers are good. The dynamic response are studied for two separate cases. In the

first case a step change in current reference is applied from 5A to lOA and in the second

case a step change in load impedance is applied. In both cases the controller response is

fast (Figs. 3.9 - 3.11) and no significant overshoots occur during the dynamic state.

3.5.2 Space Voltage Vector Computed by Method 2

Performance of the predictive controller are also studied using Method 2 for the compu-

tation of the voltage vector. Typical performance results at different operating conditions

are shown in Figs. 3.6-3.12. The spectral data of the load current (for both methods)

are shown in Table 4.1 for the first 25 harmonics. The individual harmonic contents in

Method 2 are less than that of Method 1. The fundamental current magnitude (4.56A)

in Method 2 is less than that (5.27A) in Method 1. Although the individual harmonic

contents in Method 2 is less compared to Method 1, the total harmonic distortion in

Method 2 (THD = 0.0865) is greater than that in Method 1 (THD = 0.0822). The over-

all performance of a controller is measured by the THD parameter, and hence Method I

shows better performance than Method 2.

The startup response is faster in Method 1 compared to that in Method 2. The dynamic

response in Method 1 is better than that in Method 2.

Method 2 is especially suitable for those applications, where the load impedance is fixed

in nature and no feedback of load current is available.



Table 3.5: LOAD CURRENT SPECTRUM COMPARISON

Frequency component Magnitude (A) Magnitude (A)

xfo (Method 1) (Method 2)

1 5.2717641e+000 4.564581ge+000

2 1.9825811e-002 1.0866202e-005

3 1.5290716e-002 7.9560236e-006

4 1.1982533e-002 6. 1947732e-006

5 6.1238611e-002 7.8744040e-002

6 5.9628831e-003 4.2496764e-006

7 5.0726560e-002 2.4584255e-002

8 2.9291725e-003 3.2206858e-006

9 4.2374677e-003 2.8710418e-006

10 6. 1118034e-003 2.589281ge-006

11 1.329233ge-002 9.3568956e-003

12 8.6927638e-003 2.1636250e-006

13 8.7726931e-003 7.7838600e~003

14 9.0104506e-003 1.8576535e-006

15 8.393453ge-003 1.7348726e-006

16 7.4314452e-003 1.6272732e-006

17 1.1224004e-002 8.0633434e-003

18 5.1266631e-003 1.4476255e-006

19 3.5087476e-002 1.1911147e-002

20 3.4011734e-003 1.3036521e-006

21 4.5788012e-003 1.2418871e-006

22 7.2819048e-003 1.1857074e-006

23 2.4665683e-001 2.3481727e-001

24 3.3018653e-003 1.0873305e-006

25 3.3806300e-001 3.0299545e-001

62
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Fig. 3.5: Steady state response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 1) with

R = sn , L = 19.1mH, f = 50Hz, fs = 1200Hz, 1m = 5A, V; = 240V : (a) Load current

waveforms, (b) Load current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for

switch QI, (d) Load current spectrum.
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Fig. 3.6: Steady state response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 2) with

R = 8!1 , L = 19.1mH, f = 50Hz, fs = 1200Hz, 1m = 5A, V. = 240V : (a) Load current

waveforms, (b) Load current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for

switch QI, (d) Load current spectrum.
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Fig. 3.7: Startup response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 1) with R = SO

, L = 19.1mH, f = 50Hz, Is = 1200Hz, 1m = 5A, V, = 240V : (a) Load current waveforms,

(b) Load current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch Q1, (d)

PWM switching pattern for switch Q3' f
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Fig. 3.8: Startup response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 2) with R =

8 n , L = 19.1mH, f = 50Hz, Is = 1200Hz, 1m= 5A, V. = 240V : (a) Load current

waveforms, (b) Load current vector in complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for

switch QI, (d) PWM switching pattern for switch QI.
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Fig. 3.9: Dynamic response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 1) for a step

change in current reference by 200% (Irn = 5A to lOA) with R = 8 !1 , L = 19.1mH, f =
50Hz, fs = 1200Hz, V. = 240V : (a) Load current waveforms, (b) Load current vector in

complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch Ql, (d) PWM switching pattern

for switch Qa.
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Fig. 3.10: Dynamic response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 2) for a step

change in current reference by 200% (frn = 5A to lOA) with R = 8 n ,L = 19.1mH, f =
50Hz, fs = 1200Hz, Va = 240V : (a) Load current waveforms, (b) Load current vector in

complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI> (d) PWM switching pattern

for switch QI'
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Fig. 3.11: Dynamic response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 1) for a step

change in load impedance (R = 80 to 40 , L = 19.1mH to .096mH) with f = 50Hz, f.
= 1200Hz,Im = SA, V. = 240V : (a) Load current waveforms, (b) Load current vector in

complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QJ, (d) PWM switching pattern

for switch Q3'
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Fig. 3.12: Dynamic response of the proposed predictive controller (Method 2) for a step

change in load impedance (R = sst to 4st , L = 19.1mH to .096mH) with f = 50Hz, fs

= 1200Hz,Im = 5A, V. = 240V : (a) Load current waveforms, (b) Load current vector in

complex plane, (c) PWM switching pattern for switch QI, (d) PWM switching pattern

for switch Q3'
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3.6 Response in Case of Large Disturbance

Predictive current controllers do not incorporate instantaneous current limits. Hence there

are chances of current overshoots in the case of load (reference current or load impedance)

change. For small disturbances the current overshoot may be acceptable, but for large

disturbances the current overshoot may go beyond the recommended limit.

In the case of motor drives, if a sudden change in current reference is needed (such as

sudden loading during no-load running condition) , while the motor is operated in full

speed, the voltage vector magnitude may remain greater than 2V,/3 for few carrier cycles.

This would force the controller to run in over modulation region. In the over modulation

region, it is difficult to control the load current. In such cases, the peak phase current

may occasionally go beyond the recommended limit. To get rid of such problems, separate

outer loops are normally employed [93-95]in drive applications.

In the proposed controller, the controller operation in over modulation region is dis-

carded. Any over-modulation case is treated as dynamic condition and the voltage vector

is rounded to a predetermined value. The rounded value (magnitude) greatly affects the

current overshoots.

The current overshoots of predictive controllers are due to their very fast response. The

controller uses the derivative control approach for its compensation purpose. The es-

tablished fact is that derivative controllers always overshoots much. The only way of

reducing overshoots is to put a damping device in the controller. The damping function

may be calculated from the system dynamics, but it would be an involved process. In

the proposed controller, a constant magnitude limiter is put to the voltage vector with its

position remaining unaffected.

The proposed controller is tested for large disturbances of a typical motor load with the

peak back emf of 40.0 volts. Current overshoots with different disturbances are observed

with different vector limits. The peak phase currents in conventional predictive controller

and the proposed Method 1 are presented in the Table 3.6.

For a step change in current reference from 5A to IDA, the current overshoot in the

proposed controller is 1.07A, when the vector limiter is set at 1.8V,/3. This overshoot is
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0.46A less than the conventional predictive controller. When the vector limiter is set at

1.6V,/3, the current overshoot reduces to 0.42A, which is 1.1A less than the conventional

predictive controller. Similar trends are observed for step change in current references of

2.5A to 5A and 6A to 12A.

Table 3.6: CURRENTOVERSHOOTSWITHLARGEDISTURBANCE(AT 90°) WITHV, -

240V, R = 8n, L = 19.1mH, E = 40V, I = 50Hz, Is = 1200Hz.

Disturbance Vector limit set Peak current (A)

Conventional predictive Proposed predictive

Method 1

1m = 5A---tlOA 1.8Jt 11.53 11.07

1m = 5A---tlOA 1.6Jt 11.53 10.42

1m = 2.5A---t5A 1.8Jt
. 5.76 5.53

1m = 2.5A---t5A 1.6Jt 5.76 5.21

1m = 6A---t12A 1.8Jt 13.83 13.29

1m = 6A---t12A 1.6Jt 13.83 12.51

3.7 Conclusion

An improved predictive current controller is presented in this chapter. Alternate meth-

ods are described for prediction of voltage vectors from equivalent load parameters. In

Method 1 the switching voltage vector prediction is based on load parameters and feedback

currents. In Method 2 the vector prediction is based on load parameters and command

reference currents. Detailed procedures are described for implementation of the proposed

controllers. The design approach proposed in this chapter provides better dynamic per-

formance. Current overshoots during large disturbances are significantly reduced in the

new design. It is observed that the controller designed with Method 1 gives better per-

formance (compared to Method 2) in startup and dynamic conditions. The switching

frequency of the proposed controllers are uniform in both dynamic and steady states .

•
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The time required for computations of voltage vectors and associated switching pattern

is more compared to the programmed ramp comparison controller described in chapter

2. However, the proposed predictive controllers have defined switching sequence and can

run at constant switching frequency in all operating conditions.



Chapter 4

New and Novel Regular Sampled

Current Controller for Voltage

Source Inverters

4.1 Introduction

Analysis of HCC reveals that the switching frequency is non-uniform with a fixed band.

The add-on function explained in chapter 2, can keep the switching frequency constant.

While making the switching frequency constant, the hysteresis band becomes a time

varying quantity. The PRC adopts natural sampling process and hence the PWM pattern

for all fundamental periods may not be same, which means that unwanted sub-harmonics

would be generated. The sub-harmonic effect is inherent in all the HCC, RCC and PRC

schemes.

In the PRC, the load current cuts the triangular carrier either in the up-slope (rising side)

or the down slope (falling side). Hence, in any carrier period, the load current ripple would

not exceed the peak value of the triangular carrier. Thus, the amplitude of the carrier

would determine the band limit of the load current ripple. This leads to an important

idea that if by any means the proper duty cycle can be predicted on carrier cycle basis,

then the load current ripple would be confined within a band limit.

The predictive current controller discussed in chapter 3, predicts a duty cycle using the

74
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vector control approach. The duty cycle needs information of the voltage vector, its

position and the load current vector in addition to the reference current vector. Due to

the integrated nature of the predictive controller, the PWM patterns for three phases are

correlated. Treatment on individual phases are not possible in predictive controller, hence,

there are current overshoots in dynamic states. In steady state, the THD of predictive

controller is more compared to PRC, however, it (predictive controller) is free from sub-

harmonic effects because the computations are done using regular sampling strategy.

If the advantages of PRC and predictive controller can be combined in a single scheme,

then it would result in a new controller with better overall performance. In this chapter,

a new and novel current controller, referred as the NEW-CC, is proposed where scalar

type prediction is employed for switching points. The reference current of the NEW-CC

is a sinusoid and is sampled at regular intervals. Then a suitable bipolar (two level) pulse

pattern is calculated for the respective inverter phase so that it forces the load current to

follow the reference current profile. Separate PWM patterns are computed for individual

phases so that they remain un-correlated during transient periods. Regular sampling

strategy is adopted for the NEW-CC on carrier cycle basis and an integer number of

pulses are ensured in each fundamental cycles discarding the possibility of introduction

of unwanted sub-harmonic effects. The PWM patterns for each phase are center justified

on each carrier period to take advantage of double carrier frequency effect on the load.

In the NEW-CC, the switching frequency of the inverter switches are equal to the sam-

pling frequency and is maintained almost uniform during operation of the inverter. The

controller needs information of the load parameters and the dc input voltage of the in-

verter. To generalize the application of the proposed controller to any type of balanced

three phase load, the equivalent resistance and inductance per phase are used in the com-

putation process. The performance of the new controller (NEW-CC) are compared with

HCC, RCC and Predictive controllers for an induction motor load. Detailed mathemati-

cal model have been developed. Implementation scheme and experimental results are also

presented.

Since the output of a VSI is stepped in nature, the general form of current through a series

R-L network with a step input voltage is used for computation of the switching points
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(duty cycles) of the new controller. An R-L network with a step excitation is described

in the next section.

4.2 Current in the R-L Load with a Step Voltage

Input

An R-L load is connected in series to a voltage source (with supply voltage v,) through a

switch (Sw) as shown in Fig. 4.1. The switch Sw is closed at t = O. Applying Kirchoff's

voltage law one can write

R' Ldi V.~+ -= sdt

Switch closed at t = 0

(4.1)

i(t) 1 R

L

Fig. 4.1: An unit step applied to an R-L load.

With initial condition: i(t = 0) = 10, In Laplace's domain, Eq. (4.1) becomes

RI(s) + LsI(s) - LIo = V,
s

Solving (4.2) for I(s) gives

(4.2)

I(s) V, 10.. +--
Ls(s + ¥) s + ¥

= V, (1 1) 10
R ;-s+¥ +s+¥ (4.3)

Taking inverse transform of Eq. (4.3) yields

(4.4)
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Equation (4.4) can be applied to a sampled R-L network. If the sampling time is T and

the network current at the nth sample is I(n), then the current at the (n + l)th sample

would be
RT V. ( RT)I(n + 1) = I(n)e-L + R 1 - e-L (4.5)

Equation (4.5) is useful to all sampled R-L networks, where the supply voltage term V.

would be replaced by the system excitation function.

4.3 Analysis of Regular Sampled Current Controller

A half bridge inverter is considered with an R-L load as shown in Fig. 4.2. In the two

level PWM, switches QI and Q4 are operated in a complementary fashion. One switch

is turned ON while the other is OFF and vice versa. When QI is turned ON (while Q4

is OFF) a positive voltage Va appears across the load (VAN = Va). The current through

the load rises in the positive direction. When Ql is turned OFF, D4 is forward biased by

the inductance voltage and free-wheels the load current via - Va. Next when Q4 is turned

ON (while QI is OFF), a negative voltage -Va appears across the load (VAN = -Ya)'

The current through the load falls in the negative direction. After some time, when Q4 is

turned OFF, D1 becomes forward biased by the inductance voltage and free-wheels the

load current via +Va.

A current reference i; is considered in this case as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The current is

sampled at an interval of Ts (Ts = T). An average voltage of magnitude Van(n) can force

the load current ia from I(n) to I(n + 1) during the nth sampling interval. Using (4.5),

the current in this case would be obtained as

( ) ().!IT". Van(n) ( .!IT".)I n + 1 = I n e- L + R 1- e- L

Simplification of (4.6) yields

(4.6)

(4.7)
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-Va

(aJ

+Va

o
-Va

(b)

Fig. 4.2: An R - L load connected to a half bridge inverter and current waveform to a

two level PWM pulse.

The average voltage Van can be obtained from the two level voltage. The PWM waveform

has voltages of -Va and Va for durations of T! and T2 seconds respectively. The duty

cycle of the PWM pulse is defined as K(n) and is given by

K(n) -

The following relationships hold in this case.

Combining (4.9) and (4.11) yields

T! = [1 - K(n)]T,

The average voltage over the nth sampling period is given by

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)



Combining (4.9), (4.12) and (4.13) yields

K(n)TsVa - VaTs (1- K(n))
T.

- [2K(n) - 1] Va

Substituting Van(n) from (4.15) in (4.7) yields
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(4.14)

(4.15)

[2K(n) - 1] Va

K(n) =

R [I(n + 1) - I(n)e-!f£'-]
l!1A1- e- L

0.5 [1 + R (I(n + 1) - !t;;]e-!f£'-)]
Va 1-e L

(4.16)

(4.17)

A bipolar pulse with a duty of K(n) would force the load current from I(n) to I(n + 1).

Although the initial and final current stay on the sinusoidal reference, the intermediate

current would deviate from the reference envelop because of the pulsed voltage. The

deviation of the load current path from the reference one is referred to as current ripples

and can be determined with few assumptions.

4.4 Current Ripple

The load current contains ripples around the fundamental component. The load current

ripple can be computed with fair accuracy assuming a piece-wise linear version of the

fundamental. Referring to Fig. 4.3, during {I - K(n)}T./2 one can write

. 2Ll.i;;-
RZa + L {I _ K(n)}T. = - Va

where Ll.i;;- is the fall of load current ia during {I - K(n)}T./2.

Assuming a current ripple of (3 one can write

Ll.i- = -(3 + m{l - K(n)}T.
a 2

(4.18)

(4.19)

where m is the slope of the fundamental current i~.Combining (4.18) and (4.19) gives

-{I _ K(n)}T. [Va ;LRia] = -(3+ m{l - ~(n)}T. (4.20)
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'" rn+l)
ia 1m sin(Ol t)

I(n)i
+Va {l-K(n)}T,12 K(n)T, {l-K(n)}T,12

o
-Va

T,

Fig, 4,3: Current ripple in an R-L load with two level PWM,

Simplification of (4,20) yields

2(3L
{I - K(n)}Ts = V R L

a + %a + m

For the positive pulse duration K(n)Ts one can write

(4.21 )

(4.22)
Ll. '+

Ria + LK(~)Ts = Va

where Ll.it is the rise ofload current ia during K(n)Ts. In terms of (3, Ll.it can be written

as

Combining (4,22) and (4,23) yields

() [
Va - Ria] ( )K n Ts L = 2(3 + mK n Ts

Simplification of (4,24) yields

2(3L
K(n)Ts = V R' L

a - Za - m

Adding (4.21) and (4,25) results

T _ 2(3L 2(3L
S - Va+ Ria +mL + Va - Ria - mL

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)



Putting fs = i, in (4.26) and simplying one can get

1
fs

or,

(4.27)

(4.28)

With a sinusoidal reference current i~= 1m sin(wt), m = ~ = 1mw cos(wt). Assuming

ia ~ i~and inserting the value of m in (4.28) yields

(4.29)

Let R = Z cos 0 and wL = Z sin 0. With this identity, (4.29) can be written as

(4.30)

where Z = JR2 + (WL)2 and 0 = tan-1W; • Using the trigonometric identity, 2sin2 A =

1 - cos(2A) , (4.30) can be further simplified as

or,

(4.31)

(4.32)

From (4.32) it is evident that the current ripple is a time varying function. The average

ripple would be

(4.33)

4.4.1 Maximum and Minimum Ripples

The maximum and minimum current ripples can be derived from (4.32) by differentiation.

Differentiating (4.32) yields

dj3 Va 2I;..Z2. ( )
d(wt) = - 4Lfs X 2V,; sm 2wt + 20 (4.34)

Imposing the constraint for maxima and minima on (4.34), i. e., d13t) = 0 one can write

sin(2wt + 20) = 0 (4.35)
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Simplification of (4.35) yields

2wt + 2B - q1r

or,
1rwt - q- - B
2

q = 0,1,2 ... (4.36)

(4.37)

Combining (4.32) and (4.36) the maximum/minimum ripples come as

V [ [2Z2 [2Z2 ]
f3m = 4L1, 1 - ;V} + ;V} cos(q1r) (4.38)

~"

(4.39)

(4.40)(3min =

f3max

From (4.38) it is clear that the maximum ripple would occur when cos(q1r) = 1, i. e., at

q = 2,4,6 .... The minimum ripple would occur when cos(q1r) = -1 i. e., at q = 1,3,5 ....

The maximum and minimum ripples are given by

Va
4Lf,

V [ [2 Z2]4L1, 1- 'v.2
The maximum ripple depends only on inductance L of the load and not on the overall

impedance Z.

4.5 Application of the Current Controller to Three

Phase Inverter with Star Connected Load

Three phase inverters are intended for applications to balanced loads only. For unbalanced

loads three individual single phase inverters are used. Balanced loads may be either star

connected or delta connected. Delta connected loads are equivalent to star loads with

insulated neutral. Star loads with connected neutral are discarded for use with inverters

since in that case the supply voltage has to be split into two equal parts. In case of

connected neutral system, the load may be treated as a combination of three isolated

single phase loads spaced at 1200.

The analysis presented in section 4.2.1 assumes a single phase half bridge inverter. The

duty cycle equation (4.17) can be used for three phase V-connected load with the neutral

connected to the dc supply midpoint. For a neutral connected system, Va would be half

the total dc supply (Va = Vs/2).
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But for a neutral unconnected system as shown in Fig. 4.4, the magnitude of Va (to be

applied across a phase) is unknown. (Va is the average voltage that is to be applied across

a phase so that the load current is forced to follow the command reference which is a

sinusoid).

Q, D, Q, D,
Q,

D,

\( -.-
Q.. D; • Q,; Do. Q,

i, i. i,

L L L

R R R

N

Fig. 4.4: A three phase inverter with star connected R-L load.

A three phase inverter when operated in two levels, have a stepped pulse phase voltage

waveform. In active modes, there are stepped voltages with magnitudes of ~v.and iv..
A proper value of Va is determined from an analysis of the phase voltage as presented in

section 4.5.1.

4.5.1 Phase Voltages III Star Connected Load with Insulated

Neutral

In a three phase full bridge inverter driving an insulated neutral star load, the phase

voltage waveform patterns are different from the switching pattern of the inverter switches.

The effective average phase voltage in any carrier cycle depends on the state of all the

switches of the inverter. A typical PWM sample of three phases Ka(n), Kb(n), Kc(n) are

considered for the nth carrier cycle as shown in Fig. 4.5 . The PWM patterns are such that

Kc(n) > Ka(n) > Kb(n). From Fig. 4.5 it is seen that in the nth carrier period, voltages
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-Vs/3 and V,/3 are impressed across phase A for time durations of [Kc(n) - K.(n)]Ts

and [K.(n) - Kb(n)]Ts respectively. The average voltage of phase A at the nth carrier

period would be

(Kc(n) - K.(n))Ts x =f- + (K.(n) - Kb(n))Ts x ¥-
Ts

= {2K.(n) - Kb(n) - Kc(n)} ~ (4.41 )

-1 I
+ V ,/3 I
o
-V,/3

Van(n)

I i---'- 1

I
I

I

I.• ! k(n)
I I .1I

I
I

II I I
! !

+1
I Ka(n) I
•• •

I I i I
-1li---I lJ i--

I '~~I II ,............., ,
+1

-1

+1

o
-V,I3
-2V,I3

+2V,I3
+V./3
o

•••I T,

Fig. 4.5: Phase voltages in NEW-CC with star load (Neutral unconnected).

Voltages -2V,/3 and - V,/3 are impressed across phase B for time duration of [K.(n) -

Kb(n)]Ts and [Kc(n) - K.(n)]Ts respectively. The average voltage of phase B at the nth

carrier period would be

(K.(n) - Kb(n))Ts x -;v, + (Kc(n) - K.(n))Ts x =f-
Vbn(n) = -------~~--------~

Ts
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(4.42)

In phase C the impressed voltages are 11,/3 and 211,/3 for time duration of [Ka(n) -

Kb(n)]T, and [Kc(n) - Ka(n)JT, respectively. The average voltage of phase C at the nth

carrier period would be
(Ka(n) - Kb(n))T, x !f + (Kc(n) - Ka(n))T, x ~

T,

- {2Kc(n) - Ka(n) - Kb(n)} ~ (4.43)

Although (4.41 ), (4.42) and (4.43) are derived using the condition Kc(n) > Ka(n) >
Kb(n), the same expressions are obtained for all other possible combinations of Ka(n),

Kb(n) and Kc(n). The reference currents for the three phases are considered to be sinu-

soidal. The sam pled three phase current references are

i~(n) - 1m sin (wnTs) (4.44)

i;(n)
. 271"

(4.45)= Imsm(wnTs-3)

i~(n) - 1m sin (wnTs _ ~71") (4.46)

where 1m is the peak current, w = 271"f, n is the sample number, n = 1,2,3, .... and T, is

the sampling time, f is the reference frequency and i~,ii,,i~are reference currents for

phases A, Band C respectively. Putting the values of Ka(n), Kb(n) and Kc(n) in (4.41

) yields

[1
R (1m sin{w(n + l)Ts} - 1m Sin{WnTs}e-EP-)

Van(n) - + u !ill.
Va 1- e- L

R (/mSin{W(n+ l)T, - 2;} - Imsin{wnT, - 2;}e-EP-)
-0.5 - - RT (4.47)

2Va 1-e-?

R (1m sin{w(n + l)T, - 4;} - 1m sin{wnTs - ~}e-EP-)] V,-0.5- - RT -
2Va 1-e-? 3

_ [(sin{W(n + l)Ts} -_:'{WnTs}e-EP-)
1- e L

(
- sin{w(n + l)Ts - 2;} + sin{wnTs - 2;}e-EP-)

+0.5 RT (4.48)
1-e-?

(
-sin{W(n+ l)Ts - ~} +sin{wnTs - ~}e-EP-)] Rlmv,

+0.5 _!ill. 3v'1-e L a



_ [(1.5Sin{W(n + I)T,} -_~Sin{WnT,}e-Ef')
1- e L

(
- sin{w(n + I)T,} + Sin{WnT,}e-Ef'-)

+0.5 lffi.1- e- L

(
- sin{w(n + I)T, - 2;} + sin{wnT, - 2;}e-Ef')

+0.5 lffi.1- e- L

(
- sin{w(n + I)T, - ~} + sin{wnT, - 4;}e-¥'-)] RIm V,

+0.5 _lffi. 3V;l-e L a
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(4.49)

The last three terms of (4.49) under braces adds up to zero. Hence (4.49) simplifies to

[
1.5Sin{W(n + I)T,} -1.5Sin{WnT,}e-Ef'] RIm

van(n) = 1 _ e-Ef' 3

_ [sin{W(n + I)T,} - Sin{WnT,}e-Ef'] RIm V,
1 _ e-¥'- 211;. (4.50)

For small values of T" e-Ef' "'"1- K£'- . With this approximation (4.50) can be rewritten

as

[
sin{w(n + I)T,} - sin{wnT,} (1 - K£'- )] RIm V,

- ~ 2E
L a

[sin{w(n + I)T,} - sin{wnT,} (1- ~,)] ~;~i
- [L{sin{w(n+ I)T,} - sin{wnT,}} +sin{wnT,}RT,J ITmV.V;'

2 , a
(4.51)

(4.52)

Considering a piece-wise linear version of the sine wave, sin{w(n + I)T,} - sin{wnT,} =

wT,cos{wnT,}. Equation (4.51) can be written as

[wLT,cos{wnT,} + RT,sin{wnT,}] IymV.V;'2 , a

_ I~ [wLcos{wnT,} +Rsin{wnT,}]

- ImZ 2~a sin(wnT, - II)

where Z = V(R2 + (WL)2) and II= tan-1W;. Since Z is the impedance per phase of the

load, it is evident from (4.52) that the voltage impressed across phase A would be a time
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averaged (carrier cycle basis) sinusoid if 11t.v,= ImZ. With this identity one can get

V,
1- -2Va

or, Va
V, (4.53)= 2

Putting the value of Va from (4.53) to (4.52) yields

van(n) = ImZ sin(wnT, - B) (4.54)

(4.55)

From (4.54) it is clear that NEW-CC would maintain proper magnitude and phase rela-

tions (as is required in a balanced circuit) with Va = V,/2. In a similar way it can be

shown that the impressed voltages across other phases (phases B and C) also maintain

proper magnitude and phase relations.

4.5.2 Duty Cycles in NEW-CC for Neutral Insulated System

For NEW-CC with neutral unconnected Y load, the duty cycle for any phase would be

obtained from (4.17) with Va = V,/2.

K( )-0 [ 2R (I(n + 1)- I(n)e-¥'-)]n - .5 1+ V. RT
S 1- e-T

For the nth carrier period, let the duty cycles for phases A, B, C would be Ka(n) , Kb(n)

, Kc(n) respectively. The duty cycles for the three phases are obtained from (4.55) as

Ka(n) = 0.5 [1+ ~ emSin{w(n+ 1)~'2~_~Sin{WnT,}e-¥'-)]

K ( ) _ [ 2R (ImSin{W(n + l)Ts - 2;} - Imsin{wnT, - 2;}e-¥'-)]
b n - 0.5 1+ V. RT

s 1- e-T

K ( ) _ [ 2R (ImSin{W(n+ l)Ts - ~} - Imsin{wnT, - 4;}e-¥'-)]
c n - 0.5 1+ V. RT

S 1- e-T

The total number of PWM pulses in one fundamental period Nmax is given by

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)
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4.6 Estimation of R-L Parameters of the Load

The controller computes the duty cycles at regular intervals from information of the supply

voltage v" I, Is and equivalent R-L parameters of the load. For fixed load, there would

be no need for continuous estimation of the load parameters. But for dynamic loads such

as ac motors the load parameters may vary. During startup the load parameters changes

because of the continuous change in the motor slip. In steady state running condition,

the load is fixed since slip is constant. During running condition, if sudden change in

load is applied to the motor, the rotor would accelerate or decelerate depending upon the

type of load change. Hence, during startup and dynamic loading conditions the R - L

parameters of the load would vary. If the load parameters are not properly inserted in

the computation process, the controller would fail to track the load current.

The equivalent load parameters can be estimated from the load current by computing

its fundamental magnitude and phase shift from the reference current. For this, load

current data for a fundamental period is required. The load parameter estimation on

fundamental cycle basis yields good results at steady state, when the load current wave-

forms are symmetrical. At dynamic loading condition, it would not work because of the

unsymmetrical current wave shape. At dynamic loading conditions, the load parameters

may be estimated on carrier cycle basis which involves two phases for the computation.

The latter one is a fair estimator due to finite and limited carrier frequency. However,

the parameters estimated on carrier cycle basis would help resolving the problem of cur-

rent overshoots that occur during step load change. Both methods would be used in the

implementation scheme to have good steady state and dynamic performance.

4.6.1 R-L Parameter Estimation on Carrier Cycle Basis from

Two Phase Data

To estimate the load parameters from a previous carrier cycle data, two phase voltages

and currents are required. The average phase voltages Van (n - 1) and v"n (n - 1) at the

(n - 1)th carrier cycle would be used for the computation process.
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Ia(n - 1)

OV
h(n - 1)

Ia(n)

ia

Vaa(n - 1)

Ref Current ib" ib

I,(n)

--OV
, V'a(n - 1)

• , •• "0, _

.iA ;"".

n-l n

---------I~~ Time

Fig. 4.6: Load parameter estimation on carrier cycle basis.

In the (n - 1)th carrier period the following difference equations hold

Rla(n - 1) + L Ma~s - 1) =

Rl ( ) L
D.h(n - 1)

bn-1+ T
s

-

V.n(n - 1) (4.60)

(4.61)

R -

where D.la(n - 1) = la(n) - la(n - 1) and D.h(n - 1) = h(n) - h(n - 1).

(4.60) and (4.61) yields

Van(n - 1)D.h(n - 1) - v"n(n - I)Ma(n - 1)
la(n - 1)D.h(n - 1) - lb(n - I)Ma(n - 1)

L T v"n(n - 1)la(n - 1) - V.n(n - l)h(n - 1)
- , la(n - I)Mb(n - 1) - h(n - I)Ma(n - 1)

Solution of

(4.62)

(4.63)

4.6.2 R-L Parameter Estimation on Fundamental Cycle Basis

from Fourier Analysis

The load parameters estimated from (4.62) and (4.63) deviate from actual parameters

when the carrier frequency (fs) is not sufficiently high. In practice, the carrier frequency
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is limited to 2kHz or less because of switch limitations. In steady state if (4.62) and (4.63)

are used for R-L estimation, there would always be an error in the duty cycle calculations

and hence the load current would not be able to track the reference. Instead, for steady

state, a fundamental cycle based estimation would yield better results. In this method,

the R-L parameters are initialized from the equivalent circuit model obtained from test

results or from computed impedance of previous cycle, (R = Ro and L = Lo). The load

current for the fundamental period is analyzed using Fourier series. The fundamental

current amplitude and phase are computed using the following equations.

~al - Ial sin(wnT, + (}2)

Ial = JAt + B?
(}2 t -I Al- an -B1

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

where

1 n=N
Al - - L ia(n)[cos{wnT,} - cos{w(n+ l)T,}J

1r n=O

1 n=N
BI = - L ia(n)[sin{w(n + l)T,} - sin{wnT,}J

1r n=O

There may be errors in magnitude, phase or both in the load impedance prediction.

Typical relations of the reference and actual load currents are shown in Fig. 4.7. The

error can be compensated from information of the magnitude and phase angle of ial• For

example, the phase difference ((}2) between the load current and the reference current

would deviate from zero if there is an error in the previously estimated load parameters.

The following equation may be used for the error correction.

IZnewl IZaldl x ~m (4.67)
al

() (}I - (}2 (4.68)

Rnew IZnewl cos((}) (4.69)

Lnew
IZnewl sin((}) (4.70)- w

where (}I is the computed impedance angle of the previous cycle.
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Magnitude

ial=/al sin (ox + e,)

Fig. 4.7: Waveforms showing relations between fundamental voltage, reference and fun-

damental load currents.

4.7 Controller Scheme

The proposed regular sampled current controller can be realized by using the functional

block diagram as shown in Fig. 4.7. The duty cycle computations are done by block 2

using (4.56), (4.57) and (4.58). During start-up since the initial current in all the phases

are zero, use of (4.56), (4.57) and (4.58) would cause overshoots in load currents especially

in phases Band C. To overcome the effect of overshoots, the initial current terms of (4.56),

(4.57) and (4.58) should be replaced by the load current samples. Thus at startup the

duty cycles of different phases would be given by

Ka(n) = 0.5 [1 + ~ (1mSin{W(n; ~)~~ ia(n)e-~)]

Kb(n) = 0.5 [1 + ~~ (1m sin{w(n + ~)~se~:t} - ib(n)e-~) ]

K( )_ [ 2R(1mSin{W(n+1)Ts-4;}-ic(n)e-~)]
c n - 0.5 1+ V. RT

S 1- e-T

(4.71)

(4.72)

(4.73)
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In the proposed scheme, no feedback of phase C current ic(n) is taken. It can be derived

from the other phase currents as ia(n) + ib(n) + ic(n) = a for a neutral unconnected star

load. Thus ic(n) becomes
(4.74)

The startup cycle is differentiated from others by the "Startup Flag" which is initially

"1" and becomes "0" after the first cycle. During steady state, block 9 estimates the load

parameters Rand L, whereas at dynamic state block 6 is used for this purpose.

The steady state and dynamic states are ascertained from the reference current, 1m and

overall load current vector Ivect. For a star load with unconnected neutral, the load current

vector is given by
(4.75)

The current error vector AI is compared using a three level comparator having a hysteresis

band of (3. A "0" at the output of the comparator means that the current error vector

AI is within the hysteresis band ~(3. This is identified as steady state condition. In all

other cases, the comparator output would be "+1" or "-1" depending on the magnitude

and sign of AI.

During running condition if sudden change in load occurs, the overall load current vector

(Ivect(n)) would deviate from the reference one (Im). If the disturbance is large, the new

load parameters would be determined on carrier cycle basis using block 6. The phase

voltages Va(n) and Vi,(n) are required for the computation that are to be obtained from

(4.41) and (4.42). Initially, the equivalent R - L parameters of the load are estimated.

The three phase current generator generates the reference currents of desired amplitude

and frequency. The duty cycles of the PWM pulses for the three phases are determined by

the switching point calculation block using (4.56-4.58). In the two level PWM, sufficient

lockout time TLOCK should be inserted between the top and the bottom switches in one

pole so as to overcome dc bus short circuit. A typical PWM pulse with lockout is shown

in Fig. 4.9. The lockout time is inserted symmetrically around the switching edges so

that it shares the positive and negative pulses equally. This arrangement has negligible

effect on the spectrum of the PWM waveform.
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4.7.1 Real Time PWM Waveform Generation

For generating the real time waveform, a carrier cycle is divided into Tmax samples, where

Tmax is an integer and divisible by 2. The magnitude of Tmax determines the resolution of

the PWM pattern and is chosen as high as possible. The basel gate drive circuit of the

inverter is connected to the output data pins of the standard parallel port. The data bits

and port pins are assigned to the inverter switches as per Table 4.1 shown below.

Table 4.1: DATA BITS AND PORT PIN ASSIGNMENTOF THE INVERTER SWITCHES IN A

PC BASED IMPLEMENTATIONSCHEME

Data bits D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 Do

Decimal value 25 24 23 22 21 20

Inverter switch Q2 Q6 Q4 Q5 Q3 Q1
Parallel port pin 7 6 5 4 3 2

A data byte Data( n, T) is calculated and send to the port. The data is latched to the

port for a time duration of 7 given by

Ts
7=--

rmax
(4.76)

The real time PWM pulses are generated on carrier cycle basis by block 4 using the

following algorithm:

Step. 1 Compute the serial number of the PWM pulse (n) in a cycle, set counter T = O.

Step. 2 Compute a counter value for each phases using the following formula:

CounteTa(n) - Ka(n) x Tmax

Counterb(n) - Kb(n) x Tmax

CounteTc(n) Kc(n) x Tmax

(4.77a)

(4.77b)

(4.77c)

where Tmax is the total count in one switching period, Ts and CounteTa(n),

CounteTb(n), CounteTc(n) are the count values for phases A, B, and C.

..,
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Fig. 4.9: Real time control waveform for phase A (two level PWM).

Step. 3 Compute Dataa(n, r) using

Dataa(n, r) =

20 {rma%+co~mtera(n)

23 {Tmaz-Co2untera(n)

o otherwise

Zkt.} > r > {rm •• -countera(n) + Zkt.}
2r 2 2,

Zkt.} > r > {rmar+CounteraCn) + Zkt.}
2r 2 2r

(4.78)

Step. 4 Compute Datab(n, r) using

22 {rmar+counterbCn) _Zkt.} > r > {rmar-Counterb(n) + Zkt.}
2 ~ 2 ~

25 {rmar-CounterbCn) _Zkt.} > r > {rmar+Counterb(n) + Zkt.}
2 ~ 2 2r

o otherwise
(4.79)

Step. 5 Compute Datac(n, r) using

Datac(n, r) =

24 {Tma:t:+Countere(n) _ Il.a..c.&.} > r > {Tmaz:-counterc(n) + Zl.a..c&}
2 2T 2 2r

21 {rmar-Counter,Cn) _ Zkt.} > r > {rmar+Counter,Cn) + Zkt.}
2 ~ 2 2r

o otherwise
(4.80)



Step. 6 Compute composite data byte, Data(n, r):

Datab(n, r) + Datac(n, r).

Step. 7 Send Data( n, r) to the parallel port.

Step. 8 Delay for T seconds.

Step. 9 Increment counter r .

Step. 10 If r ~ rmax go to step 3, else go to step II.

Step. 11 Return.
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Data(n, r) - Dataa(n, r) +

4.8 Data Acquisition for Load Current

Feedback of ia and ib are taken through two channels of a multi-channel data acquisition

system (DAS) card (PCLS-8I2PG) [105]. The DAS card has one programmable timer

(Intel 8253) and lk byte FIFO (First in First out) RAM. It supports data transfer by

DMA and program control approach. The core of the DAS is a 12-bit successive approx-

imation type Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). The DAS has 16 channels and there

are provisions for programming the gain of individual channels. The gain amplifier has

separate address and the gain can be programmed to 5 discrete levels (1, 2, 4, 8 and 16

times). The DAS card is inserted in the ISA slot of the PC. The ADC has two separately

addressable 8-bit buffers for its converted data. The data bus of the DAS is of 8-bits.

Hence the ADC output can not be directly read through the DAS data bus. Instead the

upper and lower buffers of the ADC are read separately. The data obtained from the

upper 8-bit buffer is shifted left by 8-bits and then added to the lower buffer data.

The steps for AID conversion of any channel are as follows:

• Select channel 0 or I. (0 for phase A, and 1 for phase B) .

• Start AID conversion. (Just write any data to the ADC) .

• Wait for end of conversion (EOC) signal. The EOC signal is obtained by masking

the 5th bit of the ADC output buffer (upper). This can be done by a mask pattern



(4.81)

(4.82)
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of hexadecimal data 10 (Oxl0). The ADC puts an active low signal to the EOC pin

.after completing the conversion process .

• Read the upper buffer data and store it in a variable Du .

• Read the lower buffer data and store it in a variable D£ .

• Left shift Du by 8-bits and add the result to D£ to obtain the 12-bit data (D12 =

(Du « 8) + D£ .

• Obtain the value of I using
1- (Vmax-VminlxD12 + lI. .

- GX212 mm

where, Vmax = Positive peak value of ADC (hardware setting), Vmin = Negative

peak value of ADC (hardware setting) and G = Gain of the channel.

The above steps are required for each sample of the load current.

4.9 Performance Study

The controller operates most of the time in steady state, hence its performance in the

steady state is very important. The total harmonic distortion (THD) is a tool of measuring

the steady state performance. For a current controller the THD may be defined as the ratio

of the total harmonic content to the fundamental. Mathematically, it can be represented

as
T H D = ,)2:,':=2 J';

II
In Fourier series terms, the RMS load current is defined as

Irms = ~~ I~

In the steady state condition there is no dc component (i.e. 10 = 0) in the load current.

Hence (4.82) can be written as

or,

Irms ~~ I~
00

12 12 _ "In2rms- I ~
n=2

(4.83)

(4.84)
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Combining ( 4.81) and ( 4.84) yields

vJ2 12
THD = rms 1

11

(4.85)

The RMS value of the load current may be obtained from its samples taken over one

fundamental cycle using the following formula:

Irms =
1 j=jmaz
-.- L I(j)2
Jmax ):=1

(4.86)

where jmax is the total current samples over one fundamental period. To test the steady

state performance of the proposed controller, a three phase induction motor is considered

as a load. The motor is star connected with floating neutral. A standard equivalent

circuit of the induction motor is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10: Equivalent circuit of an induction motor, (core loss shunt admittance neglected)

The motor parameters are obtained from standard test at rated frequency (Jb = 50 Hz)
and are tabulated in Table 4.2.

In variable speed drives, the motor may run at frequencies (J) other than the base fre-

quency (fb). The reactances of the equivalent circuit changes with frequencies and are

given by

Xis
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Table 4.2: THREE PHASEINDUCTIONMOTORPARAMETERSAT fb = 50 Hz.

KW = 1.0 Volts = 415 V (line to line) labe = 2.0A

RPM = 1275 Ts = 7.5 n Tr = 12.61 n
Xis = 12.94 n Xir = 12.94 n X:v. = 152.3 n

Xlr X' f
Ir fb

XM - X'L
M fb

(4.87)

The equivalent impedance (Zeq) is given by

L -

The equivalent resistance and inductance are given by

R - ~(Zeq)
SS(Zeq)

271" f

(4.88)

(4.89)

(4.90)

(4.91)

In a current controller, one should give emphasis on the maximum switching frequency,

MSF (fsmax) and total harmonic distortion (THD). The switching frequency determines

stress on the inverter switches, whereas, the THD determines the quality of the load

current. The switching frequency of the proposed new current controller (NEW-CC) is

constant and is depicted as fs' Hence for NEW-CC, MSF equals to fs' Some perfor-

mance data of the proposed new current controller along with other controllers are shown

in Tables 4.3-4.5. For the hysteresis current controller (HeC), a band of (3= 0.1A is con-

sidered. The amplitude of the carrier of the ramp comparison controller (RCC) is chosen

such that no high frequency multiple crossing occurs. The performance data for HCC

and RCC are obtained by simulating standard schemes. A 3-phase induction motor with

parameters shown in Table 4.2 is used as a load. Performances are studied at standstill

and running conditions.
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4.9.1 Performance at Standstill (Slip = 1.0)

Table 4.3 show the steady state behaviour at standstill (slip = 1.0) operation at a switching

frequency of 720 Hz. The magnitude of THD indicates the total harmonic distortion at

a given maximum switching frequency. A low value of THD is always desired, since it

indicates a more smooth waveform having less harmonic contents and imparts better

performance. A plot of THD is shown in Fig. 4.11. Keeping MSF constant at 720Hz, the

distortion coefficient increases as the fundamental frequency f is increased. The increase

in THD with fundamental frequency is linear. This happens since the number of pulses

in a fundamental period decreases. For the entire frequency range (f=10Hz to 50Hz),

NEW-CC have the lowest THD.

To see the effect of increasing the switching frequency (while the motor is at standstill

condition, slip = 1.0), performance data are noted at fB = 900Hz and shown in Table 4.4.

In this case there is a slight increase in the maximum switching frequency of the RCC

at higher fundamental frequencies. Plots of the distortion coefficient with fUndamental

frequency are shown in Fig. 4.12. The distortion coefficient (THD) for the RCC comes

closer to the proposed NEW-CC at higher fUndamental frequencies. But still the NEW-

CC have the lowest THD. The effect of THD on switching frequency is clearly observed

from Fig. 4.13. For a fixed fundamental, the THD at 900 Hz is less than that at 720Hz.

This is true for NEW-CC, HCC, RCC and Predictive controller as well.

To see the effect of switching frequency on THD, the switching frequency is scaled for a

normalized THD. The MSF at normalized THD would be given by

fBn = THD at a given MSF x MSF
Desired THD

(4.92)

where fsn is the maximum switching frequency at the desired THD. A plot of fan versus

fundamental frequency is shown in Fig. 4.14 for a THD of 0.025. From 4.14 it is clear

that at standstill condition, for a given THD the proposed NEW-CC offers least MSF,

whereas, the HCC offers the highest MSF. At a given THD the MSF increases as the

fundamental frequency is increased in all controllers.
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Table 4.3: PERFORMANCE DATAATSTEADY STATE OF THE NEW-CC AND OTHER

CONTROLLERS: V. = 587V, 1m = 2.0A, Is = 720Hz, f3 = 0.1, SLIP = 1.0, FOR 1KW

INDUCTIONMOTOR.

f, Hz THD Is(max), Hz

NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive

10 0.0374 0.4477 0.0441 0.0507 720 720 720 720

15 0.0379 0.5305 0.0463 0.0686 720 720 720 720

20 0.043 0.5733 0.0485 0.0808 720 720 720 720

30 0.054 0.5618 0.0559 0.0987 720 720 722 720

Table 4.4: PERFORMANCE DATAAT STEADY STATE OF THE NEW-CC AND OTHER

CONTROLLERS: V. = 587V, 1m = 2.0A, Is = 900Hz, f3 = 0.1, SLIP = 1.0, FOR 1KW

INDUCTIONMOTOR.

f, Hz THD Is (max) , Hz

NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive

10 0.0325 0.3581 0.0395 0.0407 900 900 900 900

15 0.0307 0.4244 0.0416 0.055 900 900 900 900

20 0.0374 0.4586 0.0406 0.0649 900 900 909 900

25 0.0394 0.4597 0.0429 0.0723 900 900 900 900

30 0.045 0.4494 0.0462 0.0793 900 900 900 900

45 0.0528 0.4713 0.0544 0.0973 900 900 903 900

50 0.0552 0.4908 0.0569 0.1034 900 900 913 900
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Table 4.5: PERFORMANCE DATA AT STEADY STATE OF THE NEW-CC AND OTHER

CONTROLLERS: Va = 587V, 1m = 2.0A, Is = 900Hz, (3 = 0.1, SLIP = 0.05, FOR 1KW

INDUCTION MOTOR.

f, Hz THD Is(max), Hz

NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive NEW-CC HCC RCC Predictive

10 0.0117 0.0667 0,0136 0.0178 900 900 900 900

15 0.0127 0,0660 0.0145 0.0238 900 900 900 900

20 0.0174 0.0675 0.0165 0.0286 900 900 910 900

25 0.0181 0.0651 0,0195 0,0321 900 900 913 900

30 0.Q208 0-0750 0,0225 0.0345 900 900 916 900

45 0,0287 0,0689 0.033 0.0376 900 900 970 900

50 0,0317 0.0731 0.0368 0,0381 900 900 975 900

________ 0 0

o

/ -D-NEW-CC
/ ----<0>- HCC (Normalized at MSF=720Hz)
o

-A-RCC
-v- Predictive

0.60

0.55

0.50

N 0.45::c
0 0.4'"t-~ 0.10'"@ 0.08f-<

0.06

0.04

0.02
10 15 20 25 30

Fundamental frequency, f (Hz)

Fig. 4.11: THD at MSF = 720Hz for 1kW 3-phase induction motor load at unity slip.
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Fig. 4.12: THD at MSF = 900Hz for 1kW 3-phase induction motor load at unity slip.
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Fig. 4.13: THD at different switching frequencies at unity slip.
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Switching frequency at THD = .025
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Fig. 4.14: Maximum switching frequency (MSF) curves at THD = 0.025 at unity slip for

lkW induction motor. •

4.9.2 Performance at Running Condition (Slip = 0.05)

The running performance of the proposed NEW-CC along with other controllers are

recorded at a slip of 0.05 and is given in Table 4.5. Plots of total harmonic distortion

at 900Hz are shown in Fig. 4.15. In this case the HCC have the highest THD and the

proposed NEW-CC have the lowest. The magnitude of THD at 5% slip is less than that

was at 100% slip. At 50Hz the predictive controller has low THD than RCG.

Total harmonic distortions at 5% slip are plotted in Fig. 4.15 for MSF = 900Hz. At 50Hz,

the THD of predictive controller is less than RCC but greater than NEW-CC. As the

trend shows the predictive controller curve may cross the NEW-CC at some fundamental

frequencies greater than the base frequency. This happens because of the limit of the

input dc supply. The proposed controller don't get enough input voltage to force the load
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current to follow the reference and hence change the pulse widths to 100%. Thus the

output lose PWM pattern and at certain stage becomes a square wave.

However, since drives are operated at light load beyond the base frequency, the new

controller would have low THD than predictive controllers. Another important point

to be noted here is that as the slip decreases, the performance of predictive controller

becomes better than RCC at higher fundamental frequencies. The performance of NEW-

CC compared to RCC becomes more distinct as the motor slip decreases.

Fig. 4.16 shows the effect of THD on MSF as the fundamental frequency is increased. A

similar trend like that at unity slip is observed. At unity slip, the difference in MSF's of
"

NEW-CC and HCCwere extremely large. But at 5% slip this difference is not that much

high. For the same slip as the fundamental frequency increases, the difference between

the MSF's of RCC and NEW-CC increases.

Controller performance at 5% slip

0.07 -0--'0-0 _-----------'0--0
0.06

~~ 0.05
II
~
~ 0.04

~ 0.03

0.02

0.01
IO 20

-D-NEW-CC
-0-HCC
-A-RCC

-v- Predictive

30 40 50

Fundamental frequency, f (Hz)

Fig. 4.15: THD at MSF = 900Hz at Slip = 0.05 for 1kW induction motor.
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MSF at THD = 0.025
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Fig. 4.16: MSF at THD = 0.025 at Slip = 0.05 for 1kW induction motor.

Steady State Waveforms of the NEW-CC

The de input voltage of an inverter is normally derived from three phase ac mains by full

wave rectification. A large capacitor is used at the rectifier output to hold the voltage at a

constant value. For the 415V ac mains, the peak voltage is 587V. For this reason, steady

state current waveforms are recorded for different frequencies with an inverter supply

voltage of 587V. Fig. 4.17 shows the motor phase currents at 20Hz with a switching

frequency of 900Hz. The corresponding switching waveform for inverter switch 81 is

shown in Fig. 4.18. As evident from the switching waveform, the switching frequency

is uniform in all carrier cycles. Frequency spectrum of the load current is shown in Fig.

4.19. Harmonic contents upto 900Hz are absent in the current spectrum. This advantage

is obtained due to the centre pulse modulation concept used in designing the new current

controller. The centre pulse modulation technique produces double frequency waveform

for the phase voltage in a V-connected load.

~;,.
. "
~

I

o
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The current ripple and associated phase A current are shown in Fig. 4.20. The peak

value of current ripple is less than O.lA, whereas, the total harmonic distortion is 0.0192.

The position of the peak value of the current ripple depends on the power factor of the

load. In this case it occurs near 450, 1350, 2250 and 3150.

Steady state behaviour of the new current controller are experimentally studied with an

inverter using MOSFETs. The inverter is controlled froin a PC (Pentium 200MHz MMX).

The inverter is designed with IRF540N MOSFETs and is supplied from a dc voltage source

of90V. The inverter can supply 2.0A to the test motor (upto 25Hz) in blocked rotor mode.

Typical experimental waveforms along with simulated ones are shown in Figs. 4.21 - 4.26.

The experimental waveforms are close to the simulated ones. No significant discrepancies

are observed between the experimental and simulated current waveforms.

Load current of 3-<1>Induction Motor: Vdc = 587V, f = 20Hz

fs = 900Hz, 1m = 2.5A, slip = 15%. .
1 ,1

2

1
$
Q 0
g
u -1

-2

-3o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

Time (Samples)

Fig. 4.17: Motor phase currents at Slip = 0.15 with V, = 587V, f = 20Hz, fs = 900Hz,

1m = 2.5A
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Switching pattern to inverter switch SI
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Fig. 4.18: Switching waveform of 81 of the inverter at Slip = 0.15 with V. = 587V, f =

20Hz, is = 900Hz, Im = 2.5A

Spectral distribution of ia : f = 20Hz, fs = 900Hz
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Fig. 4.19: Spectrum of motor phase current at Slip = 0:15 with V.= 587V, f = 20Hz, i.
= 900Hz, Im = 2.5A
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Load current of 3-4>Induction Motor: Vdc = 587V, f = 20Hz

fs = 900Hz, 1m = 2.5A, slip = 0.15
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Fig. 4.20: Motor phase current and current ripple at Slip = 0.15 with V, = 587V, f =

20Hz, Is = 900Hz, 1m = 2.5A.
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Fig. 4.21: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with V, = 90V, f .

= 15Hz, Is = 720Hz, 1m = 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.22: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with 1(, = 90Y, f

= 15Hz, fs = 900Hz, 1m= 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.23: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with 1(, = 90Y, f

= 20Hz, fs = 720Hz, 1m= 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.24: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with V; = gOY, f

= 20Hz, Is = 900Hz, 1m = 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.25: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with V; = gOY, f

= 25Hz, Is = 750Hz, 1m = 2.0A ..
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Fig. 4.26: Simulated and experimental load current for ic at Slip = 1.0 with Va = 90V, f

= 25Hz, fs = 900Hz, 1m= 2.0A.

4.11 Start-up Waveforms

The start-up current waveforms of the new controller are recorded with Va = 587V, 1m=

2.5A, f = 20Hz and fs = 900Hz. Three phase load currents, current ripples of phase A and

switching pattern to 81 are presented in Figs. 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 respectively. As evident

from Fig.4.27, the load currents in all three phases quickly adopts the respective reference

currents. The start-up response time is less than 100 and is an indication of fast response.

Some experimental waveforms are shown in Figs. 4.30-4.35 with an inverter supply of

90V. Waveforms are recorded at 15Hz, 20Hz and 25Hz at different switching frequencies.

Currents are taken from three CT's connected in series with the load. Load currents of

phases A and B are occupied by the controller. Phase C is not used by the controller.

Hence experimental waveforms are presented for phase C current. From Figs. 4.30-4.35 it

is observed that the experimental starting current waveforms follow the theoretical ones

after about 300 from starting point. This happens because of the dc link inductance of

the inverter. For this reason experimental inverters are built with very short dc link.
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Fig. 4.27: Motor starting current (Slip = 1.0) with v" = 587V, f = 20Hz, Is = 900Hz, 1m

= 2.5A.
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Fig. 4.28: Starting phase current and current ripple (Slip = 1.0) with v" = 587V, f =
20Hz, Is = 900Hz, 1m= 2.5A.
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Fig. 4.29: Start-up switching pattern of 31 (Slip = 1.0) with Va = 587V, f = 20Hz, f. =
900Hz, 1m= 2.5A.
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Fig. 4.30: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with Va = 90V, f =
15Hz, J. = 720Hz, 1m= 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.31: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with V. = 90V, f =
15Hz, fs = 900Hz, 1m= 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.32: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with V. = 90V, f =
20Hz, fs = 720Hz, 1m= 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.33: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with V. = 90V, f =
20Hz, fs = 900Hz, fm = 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.34: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with V. = 90V, f =:'
25Hz, fs = 750Hz, fm = 2.0A.
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Fig. 4.35: Experimental start-up current waveform of ic at Slip = 1.0 with V, = 90V, f =

25Hz, fs = 900Hz, 1m = 2.0A.

4.12 Dynamic Response

The response of the new current controller for a step change in reference currents are

studied with an inverter supply of 90V. Experimental waveforms are recorded at 15Hz,

20Hz and 25Hz at different switching frequencies (fs = 720Hz, 750Hz and 900Hz). The

reference current is changed from 1m = 1.5A to 2.0A (Le., i = 1.5 sin(wt+B) to 2.5 sin(wt+

B»).
The experimental waveforms and the corresponding simulated waveforms are inserted in

the same plot. From Figs. 4.36-4.41 it is evident that the experimental waveforms are

close to the simulated waveforms. The step response of the new current controller is

excellent. Other dynamic responses like step change in impedance could not be tested

because of experimental limitations.
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Fig. 4.36: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m= 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, V. = 90V, f = 15Hz, Is = 720Hz.)
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Fig. 4.37: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m= 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, V. = 90V, f = 15Hz, Is = 900Hz.)
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Fig. 4.38: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m = 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, Vs = 90V, f = 20Hz, is = 720Hz.)
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Fig. 4.39: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m = 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, V; = 90V, f = 20Hz, is = 900Hz.)
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Fig. 4.40: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m = 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, Vs = 90V, f = 25Hz, is = 750Hz.)
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Fig. 4.41: Experimental current waveform of ic with a step change in current reference

from 1m = 1.5A to 2.0A (Slip = 1.0, Vs = 90V, f = 25Hz, is = 900Hz.)
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Comparison of the NEW-CC with Other Con-

ventional Current Controllers

A comparison of the NEW-CC is made with conventional HCC, RCC and Predictive

controllers. The start-up, steady state and dynamic performances are studied. The

steady state comparison are shown in Table 4.6 for a 1kW 1M at f = 50Hz, Vdc = 587V,

1m = 2.0A, is = 900Hz and f3 = 0.2A. It is observed that the steady state performance

of NEW-CC, RCC and Predictive controllers are better than HCC. The NEW-CC shows

better performance than all other current controllers.

The dynamic performance are studied to see how these controllers behave for step change

in reference and also for step change in load. The dynamic performance data are shown

in Table 4.7. The time required to adapt the new reference is considered in the case of

step change in reference current.

The response ofNEW-CC is pretty good (l00 J.Ls) and comparable to HCC and RCC. For

a step change in load, the HCC and RCC have burst switching effect, however, there is

no overshoot in the load current. In case of predictive controller, the switching frequency

is constant (900Hz), however, there is an overshoot of 22.5% in the load current. For the

NEW-CC, the switching frequency is constant and there is a nominal overshoot of 10%.

The start-up data are shown in Table 4.8 for a 1kW 1M at f = 25Hz. The startup time

of NEW-CC is pretty good and comparable to HCC and PRC.

Table 4.6: STEADYSTATEPERFORMANCECOMPARISONOF THE NEW-CC WITHTHE

EXISTINGCURRENTCONTROLLERS.

Criteria HCC RCC I Predictive NEW-CC

THD at 15% slip 0.I12 0.0558 0.0883 0.0534

MSF at 15% slip 1.8kHz 900Hz 900Hz 900Hz

Sub-harmonic effect Yes Yes No No
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Table 4.7: DYNAMIC STATE PERFORMANCE COMPARISONOF NEW-CC WITH HCC,

RCC AND PREDICTIVE CONTROLLERS.

Criteria HCC RCC Predictive NEW-CC

Step change in Ref. 90 J.lS 100 J.lS 80 J.lS 100 J.ls

1m= 1A to 2A

Step change in Load No overshoot No overshoot Overshoot Overshoot

slip = 15% to 30% 6kHz 51kHz 0.45A (900Hz) 0.2A (900Hz)

Table 4.8: START-UP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONOF NEW-CC WITH HCC, RCC

AND PREDICTIVE CONTROLLERS.

Criteria HCC RCC Predictive NEW-CC

Startup Time (J.ls) 87 97 77 100

4.14 Conclusion

The new and novel current controller, presented in this chapter, is realized from infor-

mation of the load parameters and the inverter supply voltage. This current controller

regularly samples the reference command currents at the switching frequency. It gen-

erates a sequential pulse stream which forces the load current to follow the command

current reference. Normally (during steady state condition) the controller estimates the

load equivalent R-L parameters on fundamental cycle basis. In case of dynamic states

(sudden load change), it estimates R-L parameters on carrier cycle basis. Separate loops

are added in the controller scheme for startup, steady state and dynamic state of oper-

ation. Addition of these loops for different operating conditions improves the controller

performance. The steady state and dynamic states are sensed by a three level hysteresis

comparator that compares the instantaneous load current vector with the reference one.

In case of load change the controller computes the switching pulses with the new load

parameters, ensuring good performance during dynamic loading.

The start-up and dynamic loading performance of the NEW-CC is comparable to HCC :r
and RCC. The superiority of the new controller to other controllers is that it operates at
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constant switching in dynamic conditions with only 10% current overshoot. The steady

state performance of the new controller is better than all other controllers and it has the

lowest THD.

The new current controller discussed in this chapter shows good all round performance.

Performances at different operating conditions are tested in the laboratory on a prototype

inverter driven from a gOYsource. Due to limitation on dc input voltage, the controller can

not supply rated current to the load at frequencies greater than 25 Hz. For this reason the

operation of the controller upto 25Hz (at rated current) are tested. However, simulations

are shown for full operating range. Experimental current waveforms at different operating

conditions are close to the theoretical (simulated) waveforms showing effectiveness of the

proposed controller. Slight deviation of the experimental result from the simulated one

is due to the fact that lockout time is neglected in the simulation. The computational

requirement of the controller is simplified and hence can be applied to any three phase

balanced load or ac motor drives economically.



Chapter 5

Conel us ions

5.1 Conclusion

Current cantrallers play an impartant role in madern valtage saurce inverters far their

perfarmances. Because af the peak current limiting feature af current cantralled PWM

there is no. risk af secandary ar avalanche breakdawn af the inverter switches. Hawever,

the canventianal hysteresis current cantrollers which affer fast dynamic respanses have the

drawback af nan-unifarm switching. As a result during the warst canditians, the heating

lasses assaciated with high frequency switching may cause thermal breakdawn due to.

increased switching lasses. In this thesis, different approaches are prapased to. salve the

problem af nan-unifarm switching. Different current cant rollers are studied far use with

valtage saurce inverters. Analysis shaws that the switching frequency is dependent an the

laad parameters, reference current wavefarm and the supply valtage af the inverter.

An analysis af the canventianal HCC is made in chapter 2. The switching frequency is

faund to. be a time varying functian. It is abserved that the switching frequency becames

time independent by additian af a triangular carrier af programmed amplitude to. the

sinusaidal reference current. The propased technique, designated as pragrammed ramp

camparisan cantroller (PRC), is studied in detail far start-up, steady state and dynamic

perfarmances. In steady state, the switching frequency af PRC is almast canstant and

it has law THD than the HCC for the same maximum switching frequency. The start-

up and dynamic respanses af PRC is camparable with HCC. Bath HCC and PRC is

124
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seen to have burst switching effects in case of dynamic loading. Besides, both HCC and

PRChave sub-harmonic effects because of the natural sampling process involved in the

implementation.

Sub-harmonic effects are almost unavoidable in case of all naturally sampled current

controllers. Regular sampled current controllers do not have the problems of sub-harmonic

effects because of the symmetric PWM patterns. The predictive controllers operate on

regular sampled basis and have constant switching frequency. However, the predictive

controller have high current ripples during large disturbances. A detail analysis of the

predictive controller is made in chapter 3. It is observed that the current overshoots during

large disturbances can be reduced by addition of a vector limiter. The performance of

the modified predictive controller is studied for the normal operating conditions as well as

for large disturbances. Significant improvement is observed in the proposed modification.

However, the THD of the predictive controller is found to be higher when compared to

the PRC.
Although, the PRC has less THD than the predictive controller, due to the burst switching

effect and sub-harmonic contents it is not feasible for high performance current control

applications.

The salient advantages of PRC and predictive controller have been accommodated in the

new controller described in chapter 4, discarding their inherent disadvantages. The new

current controller (NEW-CC) is developed using the regular sampling strategy. Instead

of waiting for a natural switching edge like PRC or HCC (that leads to the introduction

of sub-harmonics), in the NEW-CC the duration of the PWM pulse is predicted once in

each carrier period so that the load current follow the reference current profile which is a

sinusoid. The prediction of the PWM pulse width is based on the load parameters (R-L),

reference current and inverter supply voltage. Scalar type prediction process are adopted

and pulse width for three phases are computed separately. In transient states, the pulse

widths for the three phase becomes un-correlated. Thus NEW-CC have better control

over the load current during transient states and hence the current overshoot during large

disturbance is small compared to predictive controller.

Detailed design procedure is presented for the NEW-CC that includes switching edges
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computations and generation of six state switching patterns for real time implementa-

tion. Besides, analytical formulas have been developed for estimation of current ripple. A

PC based scheme is developed for implementation of the NEW-CC. The NEW-CC scheme

needs information of the load parameters with reasonable accuracy. Separate on-line R-L

parameter estimation schemes are proposed for steady state and dynamic states respec-

tively. The R-L parameter estimation process, responsible for steady state conditions, is

computed on the basis of the fundamental voltage, fundamental load current and their

phase shift. In case of dynamic loading, the R-L parameters are estimated on carrier

cycle basis. The steady state and dynamic states of the controller are differentiated by

comparing the overall load current vector to a three level hysteresis comparator.

The performance of the NEW-CC is studied for different operating conditions. It gives the

lowest total harmonic distortion among all the conventional current controllers (including

HCC, RCC and Predictive Controllers). The startup and dynamic responses are found

pretty well and comparable to other conventional controllers. The new current controller

is experimentally tested on an inverter drive. The experimental results are found very

close to the theoretical ones. The NEW-CC gives smooth operation of the motor and do

not destabilize as is observed in case of RCC and HCC.

5.2 Future Works

Having reviewed the contributions made in this thesis, there are ample opportunity and

scope of extending this work in future to meet other goals.

• The proposed current controllers need equivalent load parameters. In this thesis,

the parameter estimation blocks are integrated in the implementation schemes. Due

to limitations on sampling frequencies of AID converter, and the program control

approach adopted in this thesis, the PWM waveforms deviate from ideal ones. For

high power drives it may affect the overall performance. Future schemes may be in-

vestigated using DSP boards with complex direct memory access (DMA) strategies.
,

• Multimedia approach can be considered in future for practical implementation of the

current controllers for use with PCs. In this approach a VLSI chip may be designed
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which would integrate most functional blocks of the current controller, where, the

PC would be used as a supervisor only. This type of approach would reduce the

computational burden on the PC and allow remote control through networks .

• Neural and fuzzy based schemes may be investigated as future works on current

controllers. Large number of PWM switching patterns may be stored in look up

tables based on off-line computations on dynamic and steady state load models. A

neuro-fuzzy algorithm may be used for selection of the switching table.
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